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ABSTRACT 

The work reported here is the beginning of a systematic study of 

the physical and chemical properties of berkelium. and its compounds. A 

total of ~30 ~g Bk249 was made available for use in this study. The pro

cedures used to purify the Bk249 solution are discussed in detail, as are 

the analytical techniques used to evaluate the purity of the Bk sample 

following each purification cycle. Repeated purifications were necessary 
2)1-9 

to maintain the Bk samples in a state of high purity, since Bk decays 

to Cf249 at the rate of ~0.2% per day. 

The experimental techniques used to study the Bk3+ solution ab

sorption spectrum. are discussed. One of these techniques, using a newly 

developed, light-pipe, microabsorption cell, marks a significant advance

ment in the further development of experimental techniques suitable for 

heavy-actinide-element research. The composite results of the observed 

spectra yielded 16 Bk3+ absorption peaks in the wavelength region 320 to 

700 m~. The two most intense peaks observed were at 418 and 474~. The 

experimentally determined,electronic energy levels of Bk3+ are compared 

with theoretically derived values; however, no attempt to fit the observed 
"-

data to the theoretical energy level scheme is made. Mention is made of 
4+ 

an unsuccessful attempt to observe the Bk solution absorption spectrum. 

A discussion of the techniques to prepare a series of compounds on 

a single, submicrogram sample of material is given. These techniques were 

,employed to prepare five compounds of berkelium. The conditions used to 

prepare these five Bk compounds are given, along with a discussion of the 

treatment of the data obtained from x-ray examination of the compound 

samples. 
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All samples of Bk02 exhibited the fluorite-type, face-centered 

cubic structure with the "purest" sample yielding a lattice parameter 

a == 5.334 ± O.OOIA. The dioxide stoichiometry was assumed, as was that 
o 

of the Mn20
3
-typ e cubic sesquioxide. The "purest" sample of Bk20

3 
yielded 

a cubic lattice parameter a o == 10.889 ± 0.003 A. The effect of time on 'v 

both of these lattice parameters is noted. These lattice parameter 

error limits represent the 95% confidence interval reflecting only the 

internal consistency of the data for these particular preparations. 

The structure exhibited by BkC1
3 
s~mpleswas the UC1

3
-typ e hexa

gonal struct:ure having lattice parameters a o == 7.382 ± 0.002 A and 

c == 4.127 ± 0.003 A. Samples of BkOCl exhibited the PbFC1-type tetrao 
gonal structure having lattice parameters a o == 3.966 ± 0.004 A and 

c == 6.710 ± 0.009 A. The lattice parameter error limits reported for o . 
BkC1

3 
and BkOCl are the. 95% confidence interval calculated using the 

standard statistical method for the average of three independent deter

minations. 

BkF3 samples exhibited two crystal structures, a low-temperature, 

YF'3-type orthorhombic structure and a high-temperature, LaF
3
-type tri

gonal structure. "Best estimates" for the lattice parameters of these 

two BkF3 modifications ar!=: a o == 6.70 ±O.OlA, b o == 7.09 ± 0.01 A, 

Co == 4.41 ± 0.01 A (orthorhombic) and ao == 6·97 ± O.Ol.A, Co == 7.14 

± 0.01 A (trigonal). The lattice parameter error limits reported here 

are empirical, reflecting the uncertainties in the derivation of the lat

tice parameters. 

Comparisons of tlle lattice parameters of these berkelium compounds 

with those of similar actinide compounds consistently .showed evidence of 

the "actinide contraction", Calculations of the Bk3+ radius from the 

crystallographic data of Bk20
3

, BkCly andBkF
3 

are tabulated. With 

reference to these calculations the limitations of the concept of ionic 

radius are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Until recently the limited availability of berkelium (symbol Bk) 

has precluded the possibility of an extensive study of its physical and 

chemical properties. Previous berkelium work has been limited primarily 

to tracer studies dealing with its ion-exchange behavior,1-4 its tetra-

valent oxidation state,3-6 and its basic nuclear properties. 7 -16 

To compare and correlate the properties of the heavy actinide 

elements with those of other heavy elements, bulk properties of these 

actinide elements need to be known. In 1959 Cunningham17 reported his 

studies to determine the absorption spectrum of Bk3+ in the visj,ble range 

and the magnetic susceptibility of the tripositive Bk ion sorbed on a 

single bead of cation-exchange resin. The first structure determination 

of a compound of Bk was carried out in 1962 by x-ray diffraction of 0.004 j.lg 
18 

of Bk02 . More recently the spectroscopic properties of Bk have been 

studied, including the spark spectrum19 and the absorption spectrum of 

both the trivalent and tetravalent ions insolution.
20 

The present avail

ability of microgram quantities of Bk249 led tb the beginning of a sys

tematic study of the physical and chemical properties of berkelium and 

its compounds. 

Two primary difficulties are encountered in work on the microgram 

and submicrogram scale: (1) purification of the solutions and (2) develop

ment of suitable experimental techniques. The solutions to these purifica

tion and experimental problems, as applied to the Bk work, are discussed in 

this thesis. 

Experimental techniques were devised, developed, and proven to 

be satisfactory on this scale of operation before use in Bk experiments. 

The microabsorption cell employed in the solution spectroscopic studies of 

trivalent and tetravalent Bk was a significant advancement in the further 

development of experimental techniques for small quantities of heavy 

actinide elements. 

The preparations, crystal structures, and lattice parameters of 

Bk02' Bk20
3

, BkCly BkOC1, and BkF
3

are discussed. The lattice parameters 

derived from these compounds are compared with those of the isostructural 

lanthanide' and actinide oxides, halides, and oxyhalides. 
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II. SOURCES OF BERKELIUMj ITS SEPARATION, PURIFICATION, 
AND PURITY EVALUATION 

A. Sources of Berkelium 

Berkelium was first synthesized in December 1949 by the bombard

ment of miliigram quantities of Am241 with 35 MeV helium 'ions in the 
, ' 

Berkeley 60-inch cyclotron. Thompson, Ghiorso, and Seaborg identified the 

new element through its characteristic ion-exchange behavior and its 4.8 hr 
22 electron-capture decay. Today eight diff~rent isotopes are known, the 

lighter ones synthesized by cyclotron bombardment, the heavier ones by long

term neutron irradiation of the lighter actinides. 23 The mass numbers, 

modes of decay and half lives of these eight Bk isotopes are listed in 

Table 11-1. The only isotope of Bk available even in microgram quantities 

is 249., 
249 This work was begun with a total of 2.5 ,f:.J,g Bk ,produced as part 

of the heavy isotope production program of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

Experimentalpossibilities were expanded upon the receipt of an additional 

28 f:.J,g Bk24~ recovered from' completed experiments by the heavy element chem- ' 

istry group at the Livermore branch of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. 

B. Separation and Purification 

The berkelium solutions were purified by solvent 'extraction and ion 

exchange. Both methods have received much attention in developing suitable 

separation procedures needed for the purification of the actinides. 24 ,25 

1. HDEHP Extraction 
,26 

Following the procedure of Peppard, Moline and Mason, the Bk was 

taken up in alO M HN0
3

-O;lM KBr0
3 

feed solution. The bromate served as 

the oxidizing agent to keep the Bk in the tetravalent state. The Bk was 

then extracted from this aqueous nitrate solution with 0.15 M hydrogen di~ 

(2-ethylhexyl)orthophosphoric acid (HDEHP) in heptane, followed by strip

ping of the ~rganicphase with a 1.5 M H202 -8 M HN03 solution. A df~tailed 

flow diagram for the entire extraction process is shown in Fig. II-l. 

The oxidation conditions were chosen such that the only tetravalent' 

actinide would be berkelium.. This HDEHP extraction is highly speCific for te

travalent cations, thlis rendering the Bk free from gross contamination by 
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~ 16 Table II-l. Isotopes of berkelium. 

\,.l Mass number Modes of decay Half life 

243 E,CX 4.5 h 

244 E,CX 4.4 h 

245 E,CX 4.98 d 

246 E 1.8 d 

247 cx 1.4X103 y 

248 ~-, E 23 h 

249 ~- ,CX,SF 314 d 

250 ~- 193·3 m 

Legend: CX = alpha, ~ beta, E = electron capture 

SF spontaneous fission; h = hours, d ~ days, y = years, 

m = minutes. 
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Fig. 11-'1. Flow diagram for Bk extraction using HDEHP (dark lines show 
Bk flow). ." 
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all the other actini~~s and lanthanides except cerium. Unfortunately, due 

to its similar oxidation behavior,3 cerium is likewise extracted into the 

HDEHP phase, so at this point the Bk is potentially contaminated with 

gross amounts of cerium and lesser amounts of background contaminants, i.e., 

those coming from the reagents, containers, or air-borne laboratory dust. 

Even after complete purification Bk249 is self-contaminating through 

its beta decay to Cf249 at the rate of ~O.2% per day, so repeated purifi

cation is necessary to maintain high purity. This HDEHP extraction is very 

effective for separating Bk and Cf. 

As it was necessary to employ this extraction procedure several times 

during the course of this work, some additional experimentation with alternate 

extraction techniques was carried out. When employing the batch extraction 

method described above, it was very advantageous to use small volume phases, 

both with respect to mechanical handling ease and extraction efficiency. 

Small, rapidly tapered cones allowed good phase separations to be made. 

The smaller the solution volume, the higher the resulting Bk concentration 

and therefore the greater its purity with respect to background contaminants. 

An alternate to batch extraction is chromatographic extraction. 27 

Here a column bed of an inert matrix (e.g., diatomaceous earth or Kel-F) is 

used as a support medium for the HDEHP extractant. The extraction, scrub, 

and back-extraction are carried out bypassing the various aqueous solutions 

through the column. In this manner the solutes of concern are allowed to 

partition many times between the aqueous and organic phases. Advantages o·f 

this technique are multiple extractions and ease of operation. However, it 

is markedly slower (about a factor of 2) and the back-extraction requires 

larger volumes of the H20
2

-HN0
3 

solution, thus diminishing the Bk concentration. 

An alternative HDEHP chromatographic extraction procedure has been 

proposed by Kooi, Boden, and Wijkstra. 2 It avoids the use of oxidizing 

and reducing agents and requires only dilute HCl as eluant. Kooi's techni

que was not employed in this work, but it should be applicable to Bk-Cf 

separations, since the Bk elutes rapidly and ahead of the Cf. 

2. High';'Purity Reagents and Containers 

Since the purity of the final Bk solution is limited by the purity 

of the reagents used in the final purification step, special precautions 
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were observed to ensure the highest possible purity of the HCl reagents. 

The high-purity HCl (H.P. HCl) reagents were prepared from water which had 

been doubly distilled from de-ionized water' in a quartz still. Two milli

liters of the quartz-distilled water (Q,l) H20) to be used in the preparation 

of H.P. HCl reagents were evaporated down to ~50 ~l in special Kel-F cones, V 

then transferred to and dried down on copper electrodes for the analysis of 

cationic impurities by copper spark emission spectroscopy. The results of 

such an analysis, carried out by the emission spectroscopy group of this 

laboratory, are given in Table 11-2. The Q,D H20 samples were always "spectro

chemically clean" (contaminants below the limits of detection) e~cept for 

the possible presence of ~0.01 f..l.g Ca (equivalent to ~5 ppb Ca). 

The high-purity reagents were prepared and stored only·in leached 

polyethylene bottles. No significant increase in impurities was found in 

these various H.P. HCl reagents when stored for a year iri the leached poly

ethylene bottles. Room-temperature-saturatedHCl was prepared in the 

apparatus drawn schematically in Fig. 11-2. H.P. HCl solutions of the 

appropriate concentrations were prepared by suitable dilutions of the 

. saturated HCl solution with Q,D H20. Saturated alcoholic-HCl solution was 

prepared at room temperature by saturating with HCl gas a 20 volume per

cent ethanol in concentrated HCl solution. Two milliters of these various 

reagents were evaporated down and prepared for analysis of cationic 

impurities by copper spark emission spectroscopy. The analytical results 

for the three H.P. HCl solutions used in all of the final clean-up columns 

and for one sample of saturated alcoholic-HCl, freshly prepared for each 

column run, are listed in Table 11-3. 

A more detailed discussion of the reagent purification procedures 

can be found in Ref. 29. 

Following the HDEHP extraction, the final purification steps were 

carried out under high-purity conditions. Only high'-purity reagents were 

employed, and all containers used were leached quartz or polyethylene. 

Maximum Bk concentrations were maintained by minimizing solution volumes. 

The leaching procedure for quartz used in high-purity operations 

is as follows: 

(a) Wash .lith soap and water; rinse well with distilled H20. 

(b) Soak in 1% HF-detergent solution for ~J3 min; rinroe well with 

distilled H
2

0. 
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Table 11.;.2. Spectrochemical analysis 
a 

of QD H2O (plate 2202, fJ.g/2 ml). no. 

''"' 
Al < .01 Mg < .01 Sn < .1 

Bi < .05 Mn < .01 Ta < .1 

Ca < .01 Na < 1 Ti < .01 

Cr < .01 Nb < .01 Y < .01 

Fe < .01 Ni < .05 Yb < .01 

K < 1 Pb < .1 Zn < .1 

La < .01 Si < .01 Zr < .01 

aThe limits of spectrographic detection for common impurities are listed in 
Ref. 28. 
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Fig. 11-2. Apparatus for preparatiori of high-purity ReI solutions. 
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TableII-3· Spectrochemical analyses a 
of the high-purity reagents (fJ.g/2 ml). 

6.3 M H.P. 1.57 M H.P. 0.05 M ILP. Saturated 
Impurities HC1, plate HC1) plate HCl, plate alcoholic-HCI, 

no. 2120 no. 2121 no . 2164 plate no. 2211 

1~1 Ag < . 01 < .01 .< .01 < .01 
Al < .01 < .01 < .01 .01 
Be < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Bi < .05 <. .05 < .o~. < .05 
Ca rv .01 .01 < .01 .01 
Ce < .1 < .1 < .1 < .1 
Co < .05 < .05 < .05 < .05 
Cr < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Eu < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Fe < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
K < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 
La < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Mg < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Mn < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Mo < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Na < 1 < 1 < 1 < 1 
Nb < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Ni < .05 < .05 < .05 < .05 
Pb < .1 < .1 < .1 < .1 
Si < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Sm < .05 < .05 < .05 < .05 
Sn < .1 < .1 < .1 < .1 
Th < .1 < .1 < .1 < .1 
Ti < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
V < .05 < .05 < .05 < .05 
w < .1 < .1 < .1 < .1 
Y < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Yb < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 
Zn < ·5 < ·5 < ·5 < ·5 
Zr < .01 < .01 < .01 < .01 

aThe limits of spectrographif:! detection for common impurities are listed in 
Ref. 28. 
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(c) Soak in hot 6 M HCl and allow to leach for several days. 

(d) Rinse with and soak for several days in conductivity water 

(obtained from the first-stage, overflow in the two-stage t;;' 

quartz still used for preparing QD H20). 

(e) Repeat (d) above using QD H20. ~ 

(f) Remove excess QD H20 from the quartz pieces and ,dry in an oven. 

Store covered. 

The procedure for the treatment of the polyethylene bottles is 

essentially the same with the omission of step (b) and the oven-drying part 

of step (f). 

3. Ion-Exchange Operations 

The ion-exchange columns used were lea'ched quartz, 1 mm in internal 

diameter, and loaded to a resin bed height of about 27 mm with -400 mesh 

J)owex AG 50W x 4 resin « 10 ppm ash) which had been previously washed in 

1 M, 6 M, 12 M, and alcoholic-HCl solutions. The resin was retained in the 

column by a small, leached, quartz-wool plug. The general rule for column 

pretreatment is to wash the resin bed with several column volumes of each 

type of solution that will be.used during the column's purification operation. 

These colmnns were equipped with polyethylene tips selected to give drops 

of about 2 f.1.1 or less volume. These non-wetting tips minimize tip contami

nation by the radioactive solutions and provide the small drop size required 

for efficient fractionation. The small column diameter and tip make it 

necessary to operate these columns under pressure. It has become practice 

at this laboratory to use high-purity:, dry ni.trogen gas to pressurize the 

columns. The coiumns weresized such that the total load of actinide to be 

pu:dfiedw8s less than 10'% of the resin capacity. A photograph of a column 

in its final stage of operation is shown in Fig. II-3. The drop size is 
, " 

",0.75 f.1.1, and thi= free column volume (taken as ",,1/2 the resin bed volume) 

is ",11 f.1.1. 
" 30 3i 

The column effluent was monitored bya solid state detector, ' 
249 whose output was recorded on a strip chart recorder,. Since the Bk betas 

are so weak, the method of detection was by counting alphas, both those 
" 249 11 d' th' 'f' 'th Cf249 . . t from the alpha branching of Bk an 'ose rom e growlngln 0 

249 ' 
the Bk A photograph of the "berkeley box" and the radioactivity detection 
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XBB 671-531 

Fig. 11-3. Ion-exchange column in final stage of operation. 
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and monitoring equipment is shown in Fig. 11-4. The ion-exchange column 

can be seen in the center of the berkeley box. 

Two columns were used in each purification cycle. The first, an 

alcoholic RCl, cation cOlumn,3
2 ,33 e'ffectively separates the actinides from 

the lanthanides. It was used in the Bk purification to separate out the 

gross amounts of cerium that could have come through the HDEHP extraction 

step. After pretreating the column as described above, it was operated 

as follows: 

(a) The Bk was fed to the column in 0.05 MR.P. RC1. This low 
, . 

acidity sharply bands the activity at the top'6fthe resin 

bed column) so large v~lumes of the acid could be used when 

necessary to transfer all the activity to the column and to 

rinse the upper co'lumn walls. 

(b) Approximately two free-column volumes of 1.,5 to 2 M R.P. RCI 

were passed through the column. This started the resin bed 

shrinkage and moved the activity band down the resin bed a 

short distance. 

(c) The Bk was then eluted with RCI-saturated alcoholic-RCI solution. 

(d) The activity was fractionated as indicated by the direct alpha 

count on the drops of effluent. The actinides and lanthanides 

elute in inverse order of their atomic numbers, so after the 

Bk activity was collected, the column was stopped. 

The alcoholic Rci column was followed by a cation clean-up cOlumn34 ,35 

which, after pretreatment, was operated as foilaws: 

(a) The activity was loaded as described for the alcoholic RCI 

column. 

(b) 1.5 t02 M R.P. RCI was placed on the column and elution was 

continued until the first sign of alpha activity in the ef

fluent. 

(c) The column was stopped; the remaining.1.5 to 2 M acid was re

moved and replaced with 6 M R.P. RCI for the elution of the 

activity. This served to strip the Bk from the column 

in as small a volume as possible. 

After every column run, the activity distribution in the product 
"249 ' -

fractions was determined by in situ counting of the Cf gammas (~'390 keV). 
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XBB 671-530 

Fig. 11-4. Berkeley box and radioactivity detection and monitoring 
equipment. 
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A. NaI crystal and pulse height analyzer served as the detection and analysis 

system. Fixed"live-time" counting periods were used on ea ch fraction, and 

from the resulting data, a percentage activity distribution was calculated . 

This eliminated the necess ity for t i me - consuming, direct Bk assays during 

the ion-exchange operations. 

4. 2)+ 9 
Bk Assay Techniques 

Accurate assays of berkelium solutions have long been a problem. 
249 The most widely-used method is based on the growth of Cf alpha activity. 

In the interest of maintaining high purit~ it was necessary to devise a 

variety of assay techniques that didn't require the time-consuming Cf249 

alpha-growth analysis. A brief description of all of these assay techni 

ques follows: 

(a) Direct alpha 

A freshly HDEHP-extracted berkelium sample wa s alpha counted 

and it s mass cRlculated using the Bk249 alpha specific activity 

of 2.95 X 10
4 a counts/min/~g. This number was derived from 

the 314_day,Bk249 half life 9 and the alpha branching ratio 

determined by Chetham-Strode and Silva (1.41 ± 0 .03 x 10 - 5 )11 
249 36 corrected to a Cf half life of 320 years. 

(b) Alpha ratio 

Berkelium samples containing a small amount of Cf249 were 

assayed by determining the Bk249_ alpha/total-alpha ratio usine; 

standard alpha-pulse-height analysis techniques and then by 

counting total alphas in a 2n solid state, alpha counter. 

Multiplication of these numbers yielded the total nwnb er of 

Bk249 alpha counts per minute, from which the mass of the 
249 Bk sample was readily calculated. 

(c) Mass r atio 

Berkeliwn samples containing moderate or larger quantities of 

Cf249 were capable of being assayed directly only if the date 
249 of the Bk-Cf separation wa s known and all the Cf present in 

249 the sample had come from the Bk decay. Neglecting minor 

decay products one can write : 

249 249 Total alphas = Cf alphas + Bk alpbar; 

.. 
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From the f irst - order decay l aw and the 314- day ha lf l i f e of 
24 9 Bk ) one can calcula t e the percentage compos ition of a 

puri fied Bk24 9 sample a t any future time . The ratio of the s e 

percentages gives the existing mass r at io of the sample ) e . g ., 

80% Bk24 9 and 20% Cf24 9 (",100 days of Bk24 9 decay) corresponds 

to a Bk249/Cf24 9 mas s ratj.o of 4 to 1. If one l ets x = mas s 

of Cf
211

·9, then 4x = ma s s of Bk24~ and one can write: 

Total a lpha counts/min = x ~4.95 X 10
6 

Ct count s /min/I-lg ) 

+ 4x(2.95 X 10
4 

Ct count s /min/I-lg). 

Ther efore , by measuring the gross alpha count, one can ca l cu

late the mass of Bk24 9 in the sample , i. e . , 4x. 
249 Cf alpha growth 

Berkeli um samples relatively free of Cf24 9 , or containing only 

small quantities thereof, can be assayed by the alpha-growth 

technique . This method requires periodi~ gross -alpha count ing . 
249 From the Cf alpha growth observed and the growth numb er of 

11 alpha counts per minute increase per day pe r nanogram of 
~9 ~9 . Bk ,one can calculate t he mass of Bk In the sample . 

C. Evaluation of Sample Purity 

Several independent methods were applied to a scertain the purity 

of the final berkelium sol utions . The analyt i cal techniques used were 

mass analysis by isotopic dilution, alpha pul se height analysis, Cf249 

249 growth from the beta decay of Bk , and emission spectrographi c analysi s 

using copper spark excitation. Knowledge as to sampl e puri ty w'ith respect 

to gross contamination came from interpretation of the experimental r e sults 

i n the chemical studies, notably the solut ion absorption work and the 

observed l a ttice parameters of the various berkelium compounds . 

1 . Mass Ana lyses 

ASter each complete puri fication cycl e, sample s containing ~20 ng 

of Bk249 were submitted for determination of total cerium and/or total 

neodymium content by mass analys i s . The method employed wa s that of 
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. t . d· 1 t · 37 h . t . 11 . h d " . k" 1 t · . lSO OplC l. Ulan, were an l SO oplca y enrlc e Sp l e so u lon lS 

mixed \-lith the unknown, whose contaminants b e ing " spiked" are asswned to 

be in their natural isotopic abundance. This latter asswnption was checked 

on the initial Bk samples , as they v ery well could have contained f is s ion

product isotopic abundance rather than their natural i sotop i c abundance. 

'Thi s result also demonstrated that the chemical separ at i ons were working 

and t hat the main problem was to minimiz e the probability of backC!;round 

contamination from r eagent s , conta iners a nd air -borne laboratory dust . 

To perform such mas s analyses one requires a standardized, 

appropriately enriched "spike" solution, reagents of very high purity 

with respect to the element of interest , and a sui table, low -background 

fila ment system i n the mass spectrometer. Despite its extreme sensitivit y 

the h i gh cost of time and effort to prepare and analyze these ma ss 

samples limited the analyses to Ce and Nd only . Ceriwn was chosen because 

of i ts Bk - like behavior in the HDEHP extraction part of the puri ficat i on 

sch eme ; Nd, to i ndicate other rare ea rth contamination levels. A sUITlIr13ry 

of r esults of the mass analyses is given i n Table II -L~ . The 6 .3 M H.P . 

HCl was a nalyzed for Ce since the berkeliwn was stripped off the f inal 

clean -up column in this reagent. Thi s result demonstrated that the ceriwn 

content of the high-purity r eagents was negligible. 

2. Actinide Analyses 

Although the purificat i on chemistry specifically separated the Bk 

from a ll other actinides, act i nide analyses wer e performed by standard 

alpha -pulse -height counting technique s . No alpha peaks other than those 

of Bk249 and Cf249 were observed in any of the analy ses , with the exception 

of a small Cf252 alpha peak in the orig inal 2 . 5 ~g Bk249 . As no alpha 

peaks were observed, only upper limits of possible contaminating i s otopes 

could be determined, by u s ing the ratio of the maximum nwnber of counts 
24 9 in the Bk a lpha peak to the maximwn nwnber of counts in t he ener gy 

range corresponding to the alpha peak of the suspected contaminating 

isotope . Often these peak channel s were suffi c i ently close to the low -
. 249 249 energy slde of the Bk or Cf peak channels that they were s i gnifi-

cantly populated by degraded alphas from these major peaks. The results 

of r ecent determinations of the ma in alpha groups of Bk249 and Cf249 

are given in Table 11 - 5 . Results of these actinide analyses ar~ 

.. 



Sample 
de scription 

6 .3 M H .P. 
RCl 

Bk249 from 
LRL 
Livermore 

Bk249 puri 
fied 5/ 66 

Bk249 puri 
fied 8/66 

Bk249 puri 
fied 1/67 
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Table 11 - 4- . Results of mass analyses. 

Sample 
size 

1 ml 

10 ng 

23 ng 

17 ng 

22 ng 

a 
Maximum 
natural 
ceri~ 

(atom % ) 

2.2X10-5 ng/J.ll 

108 

0 .27 

Maximuma 

natural 
neodymium 
(atom %b) 

0 .06 

0 . 05 

Berkeliwn 
i sotopi c 

composition 

> 99 · 9CY~ 21+ 9 

a No background correction made. Filament blanks showed 2 -4 pg total 
natural Ce, 0 . 6 - 1 . 0 pg total natural Nd. 

bWith respect to Bk249 . 

cBelieved to b e the result of the alcoholic RCl column failing to work . 
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Table II-5· Main alpha groups of Bk249 and Cf249.38 

Alpha source a-part i cle Intensity 
energy (MeV ) 

.. 
Bk 

21+9 
5 . 412:±O .002 69 . 2±1. 5 

5.384±0 .002 l 8 .4±0.5 

Ci49 5 . 808±0.003 82 .6±0.3 

5. 754±0.003 4.8±0.2 
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listed in Table 11 -6 . The only source of actinides in the later berkelium 

samples was the decay of the berkelium itself. 

3 · 
249 Cf Growth 

Using the Bk249 T = 314 days and knowing the dates of the Bk-
1/2 249 

Cf separations, the amount of Cf grown into a given Bk sample at any 

time was readily calculated . This number was of particular importance i.n 

interpreting the observed lattice parameters of the various berkelium 

compounds prepared. A. Bk sample will contain 5 atom % Cf249 in just 23 

days a fter the Bk-Cf separation . 

4 . Emission Spectrographic Analyses 

Emission spectrographic analys is of the purified Bk solution s was 

not feasible, because of the necessity of large quantities of Bk in ord .r 

to obtain useful numb ers . The applicability of thi s t echnique wa s limited 

to reaGent analyses, where two milliliters of solution could be evaporated 

down and prepared for analysis . The results of some of these analyses are 

given in Tables 11-2 and 11 -3 i n Sec . II -B. 

In summary, Bk solutions were purified by an HDEHP extraction 

followed by standard cation ion- exchange separations performed under high 

purity conditions. Purity evaluation was made by both chemical argument s 

and direct analytical techniques, ba sed primarily on mass analyse s and 

emission spectrographic analyses. The Bk s olutions were usually purified 

to the extent that the major contamination wa s from the decay of the Bk249 

itself. This rapid decay necessitated repeated purifi cation of the Bk249 

solution . It was necessary, therefore, to carefully examine a ll experi

mental results obtained in view of the known contaminants, as determined 

for each Bk solution at the end of a purification cycle and determined for 

each Bk sample by the date of the la st Bk-Cf separation. 



Table 11-6. Results of actinide analyses. 

Bk sample 

description 

assay plate 
after 11/65 
Bk-Cf sep In 

11/10/65 

Isotopes pu239 

Specific 
activity 4 

(a cpm/~g)a 7XIO 

maximum 
counts 
detected < 15 

Am241 

3.6xI06 

< 10 

content 
(atom 10) < .73 < .009 

LRL-Liver- maximum 
more material counts 
before pur~n detected 

3/31 /66 

assay plate 
after 5/66 
Bk-Cf sep'n 

5/4/66 

assay plate 
after 1/67 
Bk-Cf sep'n 

2/4/67 

content 
(atom %) 

maximum 
counts 
detected 

content 
(atom %) 

maximum 
counts 
detected 

content 
(atom %) 

< 20 < 40 

< .69 < . 03 

< 34 < 78 

< 1.53 < .07 

< 90 < 430 

< 1.32 < .11 

Am243 Cm245 Bk249 Ci49 

2.lXI05 1. 8Xl05 2. 95xl0 
4 L~ .95xI06 

< 55 < 500 906 332 

< .87 < 9·19 0 .22 

< 40 < 450 1280 3158 

< .45 < 5.86 1.47 

< 112 < 550 976 < 85 

< 1. 65 < 9·39 < .05 

< 150 < 1800 3000 8632 

< ·72 < 9.99 1.71 

Cf250 

_,- 8 
.LoXl0 

< 115 

< . 002 

Cf252 

6XI 0
8 

481 

0 . 003 

aWith t~~oexception of Bk249 ~~~~f2~9) all the specific act ivities were taken directly from Ref. 39. 
The Bk / specific activi~ was based on a 314-day half lifej 9 the Cf249 specific activity was based 
on a 320-year half life. 3 

.. ., 

I 
I\) 
o 
I 
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III. SOLUTION ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY OF BERKELIUM 

A. Introduction 

The first attempt to observe the solution absorption spectrum of 

Bk3+ in the visible light region was carried out by Cunningham and 

colleagues in the late 1950 1 s . 17 They attached a capillary absorption 

cell to the lower end of the ion-exchange column used in the final puri 

ficat ion s tep, so that the purifi ed materia l passed through the cellon 

its 'vwy to its final container. A bench spectrometer served as the light 

analyzer . From preliminary experiments using Am a nd Nd they concluded 

that they should be able to detect any Bk3+ absorption bands whos e molar 

extinction coefficients (E) were greater than or equal to 20 . As they 

observed no absorption peaks over the wavelength range 4500 to 7500 A, 

this set an upper l imit on the molar extincti on coefficients of any Bk3+ 

absorption peaks in this wavelength region . 
40 

In 1963 Gutmacher a nd co -workers 

on the self-luminescence of the Bk3+ ion. 

published a preliminary report 
41 

A year later they reported 

that the self - luminescence and absorption 

crystal matrix had been obtained at 77°K. 

spectra of Bk3+ in a LaC1
5 

They found that the experi-

mentally derived values of the low - lying energy levels agreed well with 

their calculated values for a 5f8 configuration. From attempts to 

observe the absorption spectrum of Bk3+ in sol ution, they concluded that 

the molar absorptivities of Bk3+ bands in the 2500 -6800 A. region must be 

l ess than 10. They were successful in obser v ing 20 emission lines in the 

spark spectrum of berkelium using 0.1 ~g quantit i es of Bk249 .19,41 Some 

consideration was given to possible analytical ut i lity of the Bk spark 

lines. 

More recently cooperati ve experiments were performed at the Liver

more branch of this laboratory to study in various acidic media the 

solution abs orption spectrum of Bk3+ in the 3200-15,000 A region.
20 

Sixteen absorption bands were observed. In ad~ition, the Bk was oxidized 

to the tetravalent state and 6 lines of its absorption spectrum were 

seen. These results will be discussed in more detail later in thi s 

sect i on. 
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During the course of this study two techniques were used to de

termine the solution absorption characteristics of berkelium. In general 

the two methods differed only in the way the Bk was contained or supp orted, 

for in both cases the measuring device was a Cary Model 14 Recording 

Spectrophotometer, equipped with a high - intensity light source (Cary Model 

1471200) . 

B. Bk3+ on Single Cation Resin Beads 

The idea of using a single, ion-exchange resin bead as a micro

absorption cell for small quantities of actinides was explored by 

Cunningham and Thompson in 1958, when they attempted to observe the 

absorption spectrum of Bk3+ and Cf3+ absorbed in cation resin beads . 

They masked the bead from stray light by placing it in a close-fitting 

hole punched in a Pt disk, and they analyzed the transmitted light wtth 

a hand spectroscope. Later Cunningham ani Wallmann demonstrated the po

tential of the single bead technique by observing the absorption spectrum 

of Am3+ using a similar experimental setup. They found that they could 

still see the 503 m~ Am3+ absorption peak (E ~350) through the hand 
21 

spectroscope with only 0.001 ~g Am absorbed in the resin bead. 

In 1965 J. L. Green29 made use of a single bead, microabsorpt ion 

cell to observe the tripositive Cf ion absorption spectrum; then he ex

tended the technique to a multibead stack to increase the effective path 
42 

length and successfully intensified the observed sp e ctrum . Green also 
3+ demonstrated, by comparing the known solution absorpt ion spectrllffi of Pr 

with observed Pr3+ bead spectra, that the observed bead spectra were very 

similar to the chloride solution spectra. Thus, the single bead technique 

provided a very convenient way to determine indirectly the solution 

absorption spectrum of tripositive Cf. 

The cation - loaded resin beads are easy to manipulate, they consti

tute a 2 M concentration of actinide cation, and they have very good 

optical transparency in the visible and infrared regions. The main dis

advantage is the lack of resolution in the bead spectra . In the ease of 

Bl~, another distinct disadvantage was that the bead didn ' t transmit light 

in the near ultraviolet region. Since Bk does much of 1.ts absorbing in 

ttis wavelength region, the technique was limited in it s usefuln~G ~ . 
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A schematic drawing of the s ingle bead, microabsorption cell con

structed for use in this study is shown in Fig. III-lo A high-

puri ty, Dowex 50W X 4 resin bead, 181 J..L in diameter, was loaded to satu 

ration with ~1.6 J..Lg Bk249 and placed in the cell. The loaded cell was 

attached to a bra ss disk which was positioned between a Zeiss ultrafl llOr 

uv objective and a Zeiss Achromat UV-Kond 0.8 condenser to optimiz e light 

transmis sion through the cell . The quartz objective served to focus the 

monoc"hromatic Cary light beam onto the cellj the quartz condenser s e rved 

to pick up t he exit light beam from t he cell for transmission to the Cary 

phototube . The quartz light -pipe above the bead made optical contact with 

the bead and served to catch much of the light scattered from t he surface 

of the bead. Only a small percentage « 1%) of the Cary l i ght beam was 

transmitted through the cell system. 

After the cell had been loaded with the Bk-containing resin bea d, 

aligned in the light-condensing apparatus, and placed in the Cary Sp ectro 

photometer cell compa rtment, the experimental procedure was to scan the 

visible and infrared wavelength regions , after maximizing the sensitivity 

of the Cary by adjusting the reference slit opening, the cell position in 

the Cary, the pen gain, and the Cary dynode setting. Multiple scans were 

made to confirm the r eality of observed absor ption peaks, usually seen 

as shoulders or small hump s on the background, bead absorbance. The 

observat ion of a greater absorbance than that observed in the " empty bead" 

spectrwn, as the wavelength decreased toward the uv, was interpreted 

ini tially as due to very strong Bk3+ absorption in this region. 

In an effort to obtain greater resolution of the spectrum in this 

wavelength region, another 181 J..L-diameter resin bead was partially loaded 

with ~0.6 J..Lg Bk249 , by equilibrating it in a dilute HCI solution with the 

initia l Bk-loaded bead. Wav elength scans to ~ 260 mJ..L on this bead show ed 

a broad absorption peak between 285 and 310 mJ..L, which was attributed to 

Ce3+ contamination in the Bk. D. C. Stewart43 reported an absorption 

peak (E=18) at 296 -7 mJ..L for Ce3+ in dilute HCI04 . The presence of cerium 

exp l ained the rapid absorption noted in the initial Bk-bead spectra as 

the wavelength decreased toward the uv region. The presence of cerium 

added to the difficulty of picking out the Bk absorption peaks from the 

strong ba ckground absorbancej however, the Ce3+ did not introduce any 
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1 1 To Cary detector 

Zeiss Achromat UV-Kond 
0.8 condenser ' 
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1 i Cory light beom 

XBL6710-5390 

Fig. III-I. Single bead,microabsorption cell. 
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absorption peaks of its own in the visible region, since its absorption 

falls off rapidly as the wavelength increases from 300 m~. 

The re sults of the ab sorpt ion spectral s tudies of Bk3+ absorbed in 

single, ion-exchange resin beads are listed in Table 111 -1. The Cary 

tracings were analyzed scan by scan . No attempts to resolve the Bk 

spectral features from the background ab sorbance were made. Peak posi

tion s were estimated by eye for each scan, and the ir r eproducibility from 

scan to scan was considered good except for wavelengths below ..J.J40 m~ . 

The lack of reproducibility in resolving the Bk3+ absorption peaks in 

this region prevents the listing of a definite set of absorption bands. 

C. Bk3+ Solution on Light -Pipe Cell 

Due to the lack of resolution in the Bk bead spectra, a new 

experimental technique was sought; one which had the capability of higher 

resolution and also allowed investigation into the ultraviolet wavelength 

region . The method chosen centered around the suspension of a drop of 

Bk solution between two, tapered, quartz rods. Prototype cells were 

constructed, loaded with drops of Nd solutions, and run on the Cary. 

Favorable results encouraged the development of such a "suspended drop" 

technique. The first "light -pipe" cell constructed for the Bk work, 

shown schematically in Fig. 111 -2, consisted of a 1 mm-diameter, quartz 

rod pulled down to slightly less than 100 ~ i n diameter and mounted in a 

brass disk,which served as an effective light mask . This "entrance light 

pipe" was then aligned with and spaced ",200 ~ from the "catcher light 

pipe", a short section (",1 mm) of qua rtz rod slightly greater than 100 ~ 

in diameter. 

The Bk solution was transferred to the light-pipe gap as a small 

drop hanging on the end of a quartz micropipette,held firmly in a micro 

manipulator . The hanging drop was formed by slow expulsion of the Bk 

solution from the micropipette and allowed to evaporate to a 0 . 5 ~l 

volume for loading . A£ter suspending the small drop of Bk solut i on con

taining ",1.5 ~g Bk between the two rods, the cell was closed tightly, 

mounted on a large brass di sk, and positioned be tween the quartz objective 

and condenser lenses a s before . A H20 - saturated atmosphere was maintained 
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Table 111-1. Absorption spectra of Bk3+ absorbed in Dowex 50 
resin beads. 

Bk bead no. 

-1. 6 ~g (m~) 

638 ± 2 

500 ± 4 

475 ± 3 

458 ± 2 

432 ± 2 

423 to 392
a 

378 ± 6 

1 Bk bead no. 2 

-0.6 ~g (m~) 

500 ± 4 

474 ± 2 

460 ± 2 

448 to 402
a 

392 ± 2 

380 ± 4 

364 ± 4 

331 ± 3 

~ack of peak position reproducibility from scan to scan 

prevents listing of definite bands within this wavelength 

region, but evidence for Bk3+ absorption here was confirmed. 
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Fig . 111-2 . Fir st light -p ip e cell f or Bk . 
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in the closed cell compartment by a H20 - soaked pie ce of filt er paper. The 

Cary inf'ra r ed source lamp \Va s a v ery effective hea t er to dimini sh th e drop 

volu.rne down to the f ew na noli ter s ize where the Bk concentration wa s 

rrlDzimized (3 .8 M). With -Lime -Lhe drop l et increased in s ize by takin g up 

H
2

0 f rom t he cell atmosphere. Radiolytic decomposition of the aqueous Bk 

solut ion occurred at a negligible rate \Vith respect to t he waveleng-Lh 

scann ing t i me . 

A preliminary run \V ith this cell,containing ~300 ~g of Nd,yielded 

a spectrum over the wavelength range 2400 - 25,000 A sho\Ving all the Imown 

Nd3+ absorption peaks \Vhose E values are greater than or equal to 0 . 1 . 

The Bk loaded onto this cell \Vas that stripped off the t\Vo r es in beads 

used in the previous absorpt ion experiments and \Vas used I-iithout any 

further purification. The observed spectra I-iere very similar to the resin 

bead spectra previously discussed . Ne\V evidence for Bk3+ absorption lines 

was obtained in the 335 - 345 m~ wavelength region, at 420 ± 4 m~ nnd 

440 ± 2~. Again only a very small fraction of the Cary light beam was 

be i ng transmitted through the cell system, and it became obvious that much 

improvement in this regard I-ias necessary. Also realized \Vas the necess i ty 

of having the Bk solution pure enough so that the droplet would r emain 

a transpa rent solution at the high concentrations used . Salt formation 

in the drop drastically reduced the amount of light coming through the 

cell. 

Improvement of the cell optics \Vas the prime motivation for further 

developmental work on the light-pipe cell des i gn, but other considerationslVeTe 

drop stability, control of the drop size, and mechanical handling ease . 

Over a period of time the cell optics I-i e re improved to the point I-ihere 

~30% of the Cary light beam condensed by the ultrafluor objective I-ias 

transmitted through the cell. These improvements were r ealize d by short 

ening the length of the quartz, entrance light-pipe , by coat ing the 

entrance light-pipe with Ag or Al, by polishing the light -pipe ends, and 

by including a nearly spherical bulge in the entrance light -pipe to ca tch 

more of the incident light and to reverse the direction of back-refl ec t ed 

light . 
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Drop size was controlled by the heating effect of the Cary infra

red source lamp a nd by the addition of dilute H.P. HCl solution. The 

a ddition of HCl solution was accomplished by a pump, a closed reservoir 

system operated by solution expans ion induced by Pt-wire resistance heating. 

A. photograph of the pump nozzle, positioned between the two,~lOO ~-diameter, 

light pipes, is shown in Fig . 111-3. 

The new cell desi gn allov}ed greater ease in the loading, ob serva 

tion, a nd a lignment procedure s . Thi s latter problem was solved by using 

a photoel ectric cell to detect the maximum light transmission through the 

cell , while positioning the cell between the quartz objective and con

denser lenses. A photograph of the open cell with its " s lide-on" cover 

is shown in Fig. 111-4. The overall length of the closed cell is ~2 in. 

Additional details of the light-pipe cell and its construction are given 

in Ref. 44. 

When the second batch of Bk249 was received, absorption experiments 

were run with droplets containing ~ ~g Bk, loaded on the cell in about 

0 .06 ~l volume. At minimum droplet volwne this represented a 10 M Bk 

solution, however the usual operational volume kept the Bk concentration 

in the 3 to 5 M range. These concentrated Bk3+ solutions are emerald 

green in color. 

A. typical Bk3+ solution absorption spectrum observed on the Cary 

tracing over the wavelength r ange 320 - 680 ~ is shown in Fig. 111-5 . 

The high background absorbance in the lower wavelength region is probably 

caused by the presence of H202 and C12 , radiolytically generated from the 

aqueous HCl solution. In several experimental run s the presence of 

cerium added to this strong absorption as the wavelength decreased toward 

the uv region. 

The list of the Bk3+ solution absorption peaks observed in this 

work, along with the observed wavelength variance for each peak, is given 

in Table 111-2. The peak-position values are the stati stical averages 

of eye-estimated p eak positions from many wavelength s cans over several 

independent experimental runs. No attempts to resolve the observed peaks 

were made . In addition to the absorption peaks listed, five questionable 

peaks below 315 IllJ.l were observed. Although these peaks reproduced satis 

factorily from scan to scan, their most probable peak positions were coin -
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XBB 6710 -6 235 

Fig . III-3. Light-pipe area of microabsorpt ion cell showing pump -nozzle 
position. 
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Table 111-2 ; Absorption spectrum of Bk3+ in dilute Hel solut i on . 

Observed wavelengt h 
range (mfJ,) 

554 - 560 

502 - 506 

484 - 487 

472 - 476 

459 - 464 

441 - 446 

428 - 433 

416 - 420 

395. - 398 

389 - 393 

376 - 380 

333 - 367 

325 - 329 

Most probable Peak description 
peak position(mfJ,) remarks 

637 broadj moderate-strongj may be 
composed of several peaks 

556 

504 

485 

474 

462 

444 

430 

418 

396 

392 

378 

368 

346 

336 

328 

broad j weak 

broadj moderate 

small shoulder on strong peak 

sharpj strong 

moderate shoulder on s t r ong peak 

weak 

moderate shoulder on strong peak 

sharpj strong 

weak shoulder on moderate peak 

moderate peak on background 
absorption 

small shoulder on ba ckground 
absorption 

weak-moderate shoulder on back
ground absorption 

weak shoulder on background 
absorption 

weak shoulder on background 
absorption 

weak-moderate peak on background 
absorption 
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cident with s imilar peaks seen in the blank ( empt y cell) r uns . Mor e 

care ful investigat ion in this wavelength region i s ne cessary t o estab 

li sh the true identity of these peaks . 

During the course of the Bk solution absorption work only a very 

few wavelength scans in the infrared region were ma de) because of' a fr e 

quently inoperati ve Cary Spectrophotometer in this wavelength region . 

HO'tl c:ver) the scans that were obta ined show ed no evidence f or any ,;troYl[\ 

Bk absorption in the i nfrared region . The only peaks consistently seen ) 

presumably due to H20 absorption) were at ~1266 a nd ~1385 m~ . Contrary 

to these observations ) the Livermore experimenters reported two strong 

Bk3+ ab s orption peaks in the infra r ed regi on) at 10)470 and 12)240 A .
20 

Thi s author is unable to exp l a in why he didn I t observe these peaks (if 

they are due to Bk)) unless it is a function of the different solvents 

used (HCl verus DCl ). I n our experiments Cary tracings prominently 

showing the strong 474 m~ Bk absorpt ion peak showed no evidence for strong 

Bk3+ ab sorption i n the infr a r ed region out to 20)000 A. 
3+ The Bk solution ab sorpt i on peaks observed in this work) those 

observed in the Livermore experiments in 1 M DCl solution) and the Liver 

more - calculated mola r absorptivities are l i sted in Table 111 -3 . The 

molar extinction coeffi c i ents of the variou s Bk3+ absorption peal~s could 

not be calculated accurately in this work) s ince the exact concentration 

of the Bk solution viaS unknown and vari ed over any given wavelength scarl. 

The agreement between observed peak positions is very good) with the 

exception of the two infrared peaks discussed above . Although th(~ product 

of the Bk con centration t ime s the path length of the absorption cell in 

the Livermore exper iments was a factor of 3 to 5 . 5 smaller than that in 

our later experiments ) they were able to i mprove significantly the 

statistical nature of their data by signa l enhancement t echnique s . They 

accumulated data by a time -averagi ng dev i ce connected wi th their Cary 

Spectrophotometer through an automati c progr amming attachment. In theory 

this technique enhances the signal by a fa ctor equal to the square root 

of the number of scans) while the r andom background noise is averaged 

out . 
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Table III-3. 3+ Observed Bk solution absorption spectra . 

This work, Livermore cooperative
a 

dilute HCl (m~) experiments, 1 M DCl(A) 

not seen 12240 

not seen 10470 

637 6360 

556 not seen 

504 5040 

485 not seen 

474 4740 

462 4600 

444 4410 

430 4300 

418 4180 

396 3958 

392 3910 

378 3744 

368 3670 

346 3450 

336 3350 

328 3275 

~ram Ref. 20. 

Livermore -calculated
a 

molar absorptivities 

13 

6 

3 

1 

7 

3 

1 

2 

4 

1 

0.5 

1 

1 

1 
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D. Theoretic81 Interpretation of Absorption Spectral Results 

Berkeliwn) the first element beyond the particularly stable 5f7 
3+ configuration of em ,is the only element in the second half of the 

a ct inide series kno\oJn to have an oxidation state greater than 3 . The 

general trends within the series indicate that b erkeliwn absorption bands 

characteristic of both the trivalent and tetravalent oxidation states 

should occur within the v isible range of the spectrwn .4S These predictions 

were confirmed by the observations of the Bk3+ solution ab sorption 

spectrwn by this author and by Gutmacher et a1., 20 and by th e observa-
L~+ 20 

tion of part of the Bk solution absorption spectrwn by Gutr~ cher et al . 

These absorptions are attributed to f - f "forbidden" transitions \oJith tht' 

berkeliwn. 

This author has not attempted any theoretical fitt ing procedures 

or assignment of J-values to the various energy levels experimentally 

determined during the course of this work . Several years ago Carnall a nd 
46 Wybourne demonstrated that there was a good correlation between cal-

culated,"field- free" energy levels of the light,trivalent act inides a nd 

the solut ion absorption spectra of these ions . This indicates that, de 

spite the greater spatial extension of the Sf orbitals over the 4f 

orbitals ) the ligand field effects are of considerably less importance 

than the Coulomb and spin-orbit interaction energies . Their calcula-Uonc 

were ba sed on the asswnption that the Sf radial wave functions a r e hydro 

genic, so that values for the ratios of the Slater integrals I\/F 2 Dnd 

F6/F2 could be calculated, l eaving only F2 and the spin-orbit coupling 

constant, s) to be assigned values consistent with the experimental data. 

wl1en it appeared that both of these parameters were linear function s of 

Z, Fields et al .4S extrapolated linearly into the second half of the 

actinide series to get the parametric values nec es sary for making a com 

plete intermediate coupling calculation for these elements. The validity 

of such a linear extrapolation is subject to question) but it did allow 

the start of theoretical calculations for the energy levels of the heavy 
-1 -1 

actinides . Their calculations) using F2 = 299 cm and r.Sf = 3260 cm 

indicated the energies at which absorption bands were expected, but they 

gave no information about the intensities for the various trans itions . 
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41 
Gutmacher reported that he had performed s imilar calculat ion s 

8 - 1 
2 5 cm a nd for the energy levels of the 5f8 configuration) us ing F2 

t'5f 3135 cm - 1) and t hat hi s experimentally derived values of the low

l ying energy levels agr eed well with his ca lcul ated values. 

J . G. Conway47 supplied thi s author with a copy of hi s "fie1d 

free " ener gy levels of Bk3+) ca lculated in accordance with the proceduTe 

di scussed by WyboUrne
48 

a nd outlined in Ref. 29 . Conway used the i'olJ ow-
1 4 - 1 2 - 1 3 4 - 1 ing par ametric values : E = 600 . 0 cm ) E = 16 .2 cm ) E = 10 . 0 crn ) 

S5f = 3200 . 0 cm-
l

) a = 39 . 0 cm -
l 

and ~ = -400 . 0 crn -
l (~wa s not used) . 

The three Ef parameters are related to the Sl ater radial integral s ) F
1
\.) t: 

i s the spin - orbit coupling constant) and a and ~ a r e conf'j.guration intE'r -

action parameters. 

A p lot to compare the theoret i ca lly derived el ectronic energy 

levels of Bk3+ (as calculated by Fields et al .45 in one case ) and by 

Conwa y 47 in the other) with the experimentally observed Bk3+ ab sorption 

bands)as determine d in this work)i s shown in Fig . 111 -6 . The numbers 

above the plotted lines in the two theoretica l spectra a r e the J -values 

8 - 1 of the ener gy levels . Th e plot clearly shows that above ~l )000 cnl 

the density of levels is so great tha t no definite appraisal of the cor 

respondence betwe en the ob served and calculated level s is possible . 

Limited resolution in t he solution absorption spectra makes 

the positive ass i gnment of J -values to the various energy levels very 

difficult . The theoretician s can use the experimental data to refine 

the i r extrapolated parametric values) in as far as they are able to make 

their ass i gnments agree with the i r ca lculations . 

Qualitatively speaking) the intensi ties of t he Bk3+ absorption 

bands are greater than those found for Tb3+) the lanthanide homologue of 

b erkelium) but sma ller than those found for the absorption bands of the 

light actini de s . 
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23 1 0 6 4 

II II I I 
3 2 1 0 64 

I I II n 
1 1 

8,000 12,000 

Wavelength 

16,000 

(cm-') 

I I I I I II I I I I 
8,4~ 

8963 2 o 5 7463 51 7289 II 4351 

II II I I I I ~ I II I II 1111" I III 
3,8 

752 \9 6 2 5673045 78 

I I I II I I III I I II I I 

I 1 
20,000 24,000 28,000 

Wavelength (cm-') 

20,000 

2,3 
10,5,6 

1 
32,000 

XBL6710-5392 

F i g . III -6 . 
3+ 

Observed and calcul ated elect r onic energy le-rels of Bk . 
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E. 
4+ . 

Attempt to Observe the Bk Solutlon Absorption Spectrum 

An attempt to observe the tetrapositive berkelium solution absorp

tion spectrum, by electrolytically oxidizing the Bk3+ in dilute HN03 

solution -while loaded on the light-pipe cell, -was unsuccessful. While 

continuously scanning the visible region of the spectrum, several micro

amperes of current were passed through a microelectrode system inserted 

into the droplet in the light-pipe gap. The anode was a graphite fiber; 

the cathode, a copper -wire separated from the droplet by a capillary salt

bridge. No real decrease in -the Bk3+ absorption peaks or growth of peaks 

attributable to the 4+ state was observed. 

Identical experiments carried out with comparable amounts of 

cerium (chosen because of its similar formal oxidation potential to 

berkelium)3,6 worked very -well. The failure -with Bk -was attributed to 

rapid reduction of the Bk4+ ions, formed locally at the anode, by radio

lytically generated H202 in the bulk of the solution. 
20 

Gutmacher et al. also had trouble oxidizing the berkelium to the 

tetravalent state, but finally succeeded in 5 M HCI04,using NaBi0
3 

as the 

oxidant. Their attempts using ozone in different solvent media were 

unsuccessful. Unfortunately, cerium was introduced as an impurity from 

the various reagents used in their oxidation attempts, so the Bk4+ 

absorption peaks -were seen as shoulders on the stronger,Ce4+ absorption 
4+ 

band. The Bk absorption features that were repeatedly seen in three 

separate experiments with intervening purification procedures are listed 

in Table 111-4 . 
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T bl ' III 4 Ab t" k of Bk4,,+ l."n h M' HeIOI, I t" a a ,e '-" sorp lon pea s ::> 't so U lon. 

Wavelength 

(A) 

3610 

3690 

3950 

4240 

4380 

5950 

a.raken directly from Ref. 20. 

bNot measurable. 

Estimated 

molar absorptivity 

\ 

b' 

b 

8 

5 

3 

2 
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IV. COMPOUND PREPARATION AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES 

A. Bead Loading and Ignition 

The preparative technique employed in this work was that developed 

b . h llma" 1 b d ft· h . 18,21 Y Cunnlng am and Wa nn uSlng slng e ea so. ca lon-exc ange reSln. 

Specially ,Jashed, sulphonic acid resin beads, "-'90 /-l in diameter, \-Jere 

loaded to saturation by equilibration with the purified Bk in a O.OS M 

H.P. HCl solution. Once loaded, rinsed in QD H20, and air dried, these 

beads, each containing ~0.2 /-lg Bk249, marked the starting point for the 

preparation of a series of compounds. The Bk-loaded resin beads \-Jere 

easily manipulated, represented a 2 M Bk concentration, and introduced 

only negligible chemical contamination to the Bk (ash content of the re

sin is less than 10 ppm). 

The first step in preparing a compound from a Bk-saturated resin 

bead is illustrated in Fig. IV-l. The bead was placed on a thin, 

stationary, Pt wire and in turn this wire was placed inside. a hole drill

ed in a Pt rod. A. microtorch was used to heat slowly the Pt rod. During 

the ignition in air the bead underwent several distinct changes: from 

the initial, light yellow-orange color to blac.k, as the carboneous bead

matrix material decomposed; then from black to light yellow as the SUl

phate formed; and finally to the yellow-brown (tan) color of the dioxide 

at a temperature greater than 117SoC. During this sequence the bead 

diameter decreased by a factor of 2, so at the completion of the air 

ignition the bead was a ~S /-l-diameter, coherent chunk of Bk02 . Using 

a quartz fiber attached to a micromanipulator as a dislodging tool, the 

sample was "chipped off" the Pt wire into a quartz capillary drawn out 

from a standard taper jOint. At this point the capillary was either 

evacuated, sealed off, and aligned in the x-ray camera ,or it was placed 

on the preparation vacuum line for in situ conversion of the dioxide to 

another berkelium compound. 
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., 

0.032- in. Pt wire 

0.005 -in. Pt wi.re~ 

1/8- in. - diam. Pt rod 

Microtorch _. ----.: .... , 

.. 

MU - 36968-A 

Fig. IV-l. Bead ignition apparatus. 
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B. Technique for Successive Compound Preparations 

When the dioxide sample was to be submitted for x-ray analysis, 

the quartz capillary was evacuated and sealed off at a length of 30 to 40 

mm in order that it could be cracked open again, following the x-ray 

work, and resealed onto its original standard taper using Apiezon W wax 

or quick~setting epoxy resin. Following this operation the berkelium 

sample was once again ready for in situ conversion to another compound. 

This process was repeated successively to prepare samples of berkelium 

sesquioxide, trichloride, and oxychloride. It was a very convenient 

and efficient technique to prepare a series of compounds on a single, 

0.2 ~g Bk sample. 

C. Compound Preparation Procedures 

The preparations of Bk
2

0
3

, low-temperature Bk02 , BkCly and 

BkOCI were carried out on the preparation vacuum line shown schematically 

in Fig. IV-2. The sesquioxides were prepared by dry hydrogen reduction 

of the air-calcined (high-temperature) dioxides in accordance with the 

following procedure: 

(a) The sample-containing capillary was evacuated, flushed 

several times with H2 gas derived from heating UHy and 

evacuated to ~10-6 mm Hg. 

(b) The capillary was vented up to ",1/2 atmosphere H2 (g) and 

the sample heated at 600°C for 20 min. 

(c) The sample was quenched to room temperature, the capillary 
. -6 

evacuated to ~10 mm Hg and then refilled with another 1/2 

atmosphere of fresh H2 gas. 

(d) Following another 20 min heating period at 600°C, step (c) 

above was repeated. 

(e) Af'ter the third 20 min heating, the sample was quenched to 

room temperature and sealed off in ",1/2 atmosphere of H2 

gas for x-ray examination. 
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Conversion of the sesquioxides to the lime-green, anhydrous tri

chlorides was accomplished by treating in situ the oxide with anhydrous 

HCl gas at 520°C for three,10-12 min periods interrupted by cooling, 

evacuation and admission of fresh HCl. Unlike the H2 gas treatment, the 

HCl gas was passed through the system at atmospheric pressure. 

The berkelium oxychlorides were also prepared utilizing a gas

flow system. Following initial evacuation and flushing, the anhydrous 

trichloride samples were treated at 500°C with an H~1(g)-H20(g) mixture 

for three, 12-20 min periods. From the work of Koch 9 on the thermo

dynamics of the reation 

it was calculated that the vapor in equilibrium with a 9.5 to 10 M HCl 

solution should contain the proper HCl/H20 ratio to drive the correspond

ing berkelium reaction to the right at 500°C. Matheson, high-purity, 

dry nitrogen gas was used as an inert carrier gas for the HCl(g)-H20(g) 

mixture. The nitrogen was bubbled through the HCl solution at room 

temperature, passed through a quartz-wool plug to remove spray, then 

through the sample area at 500°C, and finally through an H2S04 bubbler. 

Since the equilibrium constant favors trichloride formation at low 

temperature, the very pale green oxychloride samples were cooled in 

vacuum or in a dry nitrogen gas atmosphere. 

Low-temperature berkelium dioxide was readily prepared by heating 

any of the above three berkelium compounds with air or oxygen at 600°C. 

The low-temperature Bk0
2 

samples appeared very similar to the sandy, or 

yellow-brown-colored, air-calcined dioxides. 

To prepare berkelium trifluoride the initial bead ignition was 

carried out on a Pt wire attached to a portable Pt rod, drawn in Fig. IV-3. 

The entire Pt rod with dioxide sample was transferred to an all-Monel 

vacuum line, where it was treated in the following manner: 

(a) The entire system was evacuated, flushed several times with 

tank H2 ga s, and filled with ",1 atmosphere of hydrogen gas. 

(b) The tube furnace, surrounding the reaction area, was turned on, 

and the sample was heated to 600°C in the H2 gas atmosphere. 
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~I 

O.005-in. p·t 

feet 

Bk bead 

',. 
Fig.Dl-3~ Apparatus forhydrofluorination of berkelium oxide. 
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(c) At 600°C the hydrogen was pumped off and replaced with 300 rrun 

of fresh H2 gas and enough HF gas to bring the total pres.sure 

to 900 rrun (to ensure no leaks into the system). 

(d) A~ter 30 min at 600°C the HF gas was condensed out with 

liquid N2 , the H2 gas pumped off, and the system vented to 

a fresh HF(g)-H2 (g) mixture as before. 

(e) Following a second 30 min heating period, the sample was 

either quenched to room temperature (by removal of the tube 

furnace) or allowed to cool slowly (by turning off the 

furnace and leaving it in place), depending on which cry

stallographic modification of the tri~luoride was desired. 

(f) When the sample was cool, the HF gas was condensed out, the 

H2 gas evacuated, and the furnace flushed with Ar gas. The 

furnace was then filled to one atmosphere pressure of Ar 

gas for sample removal. 

(g) The Pt rod was transferred back to the hood area where the 

BkF3 sample was "chipped off" the Pt wire into a quartz 

capillary, which was subsequently evacuated and sealed off 

for x-ray examination. 

The berkelium trifluorides were a very pale yellow-green color. 

The crystallographic properties of the bimorphic BkF3 system are discussed 

in Sec. V~D. 

Repeated attempts to prepare BkF4 by fluorinating BkF3 were un

successful. The failures were probably attributable to the reactivity 

of the tetrafluoride'with the atmosphere. On this very small scale of 

operation a successful BkF4 preparation will come from handling the 

fluorination product in an inert atmosphere. Successful preparations 

of CeF4 on this 0.2 jJ.g scale proved the applicability of the technique. 

For the fluorination reactions the sample container was constructed from 

a Monel rod, since the Pt rod reacted with the F2 gas. After x-ray 

examination most of the amorphous, fluorinated samples were annealed in 

situ in their quartz capillaries to form berkelium trifluorides. 

A flow diagram summarizing the conditions. used in this study for 

the preparation of this series of berkelium compounds is presented in 

Fig. Iv-4. Similar conversions could extend this series to include a 
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great variety of additional berkelium compounds. Future work should 

certainly include other berkelium compound preparations, along with 

elemental Bk, to further el~cidate the solid state chemistry of Bk and 

its compounds. 

D. X-Ray Diffraction Equipment 

All berkelium compound samples were examined by standard x-ray 

powder techni~ues. The diffraction e~uipment consisted of a Model 80-

000 Jarrell-Ash Microfocus x-ray source and two, 57.3 mm-diameter, Debye

Scherrer type, Norelco Precision Powder Cameras50 (suitably modified to 

accept the long capillaries), manufactu:redby the Philips Electronics 

Instrument Company. Exposure times varied from 8 to 16 hrs running at 

45 kV- 3.5 rnA and using Ilford G Industrial x-ray film. A 0.0003 in. 

Ni foil filter was placed inside the powder camera to remove the copper 

K~ x-rays and to help shield the film from the Bk249 radiations. The 

films were measured to a Bragg-angle precision of 0.05° on a Philips

Norelco film reader. 

Both cameras employed in this work were calibrated by using a 

metallic gold standard to obtain sample x-ray diffraction patterns. The 

data obtained from these films were treated as discussed below. The data 

from both films were fit by a room-temperature, cubic lattice parameter 

of 4.0782 ± 0.0004 A, in excellent agreement with the published values 

of 4.0781 ± 0.0003 A (l8°C)51 and 4.07864 A (25°C).52 

E. Data Treatment 

In general the line positions on the powder patterns were inde~ 

pendently measured by two observers and their results averaged. Lines 

not measured by both observers were excluded from the line list and the 

fitting procedure described below. Miller indices were assigned to the 

observed lines by comparison with available diffraction data on isostruc

tural compounds and through the use of sin2 Band theoretical line 

intensity calculations, performed by the POWD pi:qstamdevelopedby Stnith,53 or 
.. 54 

the ANIFAC program developed by Larson, Roof, and Cromer. Following 
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indexing the observed angles were transferred to cards for computer de

termination of the most probable lattice parameters according to a least 

squares fit of the differences between observe'd and calculated sin
2 e • 

value s, a s carried out by the LeR -2 program developed by Williams. 55 Thi s 

, program weights each observed line by a factor proportional to ; 

1/Sin2 (2e.)cr
2

(e.), where cr(e.) is the random error in the measurement of 
111 

9 .. A value of 0.05° was assigned to cr(e.), in accordancewithiiJefiJrnreader 
1 1 

precision. When an experimentally observed line was considered to be 

composed of two or more theoretically possible lines, each of these lines 

was assigned a cr(ei ) value proportional to its theoretically calculated 

intensity,vJith the condition that the aCe) value for the entire group of 

lines remained equal to,O.05°. This procedure prevented ttoverweighting" 

of observed lines when they were, composed of more than one component. 

No extrapolation functions were used in the least squares routine, since 

the use of precision x-ray cameras and very small samples essentially 

eliminates errors due to sample eccentricity and absorption. 29 

Unless otherwise stated, all reported lattice parameter ,error 

limits represent the 95% confidence range (equal to 20') reflecting only 

,the internal consistency of the data for that particular preparation. 

Multiple preparations of each compound type were carried out in order to 

achieve some degree of statistical sampld:ng. 

., 
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V. CRYSTALLOGRAPHICRESULTS 

The crystal structures and lattice parameters of the compounds 

of berkelium prepared in this work are discussed in this section. Com

parisons of the berkelium crystallographic results with those of similar 

lanthanide and actinide compounds are made where appropriate. 

A. Berkelium Dioxide and Cubic Berkelium Sesquioxide 

The first sample of berkelium dioxide was prepared by Cunningham 

and Wallmann in 1962.18 They reported a lattice parameter of 5.33 ± 0.02 A. 

based on the indexing of four lines in the face-centered cubic, fluorite

type structure, obtained from 0.004 ~g of berkelium dioxide. 

Many samples of berkelium dioxide and several of cubic berkelium 

sesquioxide were prepared during the course of this work. All of the 

berkelium dioxide samples exhibited the fluorite-type, face-centered cubic 

structure. The observed lattice parameters of a few of the individual 
249 compound preparations, along with their Cf content and method of pre-

paration, are listed in Table V-l. 

Note that in the case of the berkelium dioxides the cubic para

meter increases with time, apparently corresponding to the formation of 

the larger-than-Bk4+ Cf3+ ions; however, the oxidation state assumed by 

Cf in a Bk02 matrix is not known. The opposite case is evident in the 

sesquioxides, since Cf3+ is smaller than Bk3+. 

The change in the cubic lattice parameter of Bk02 with time was 

studied and found to increase about one percent over the 178 days of 

observation. Unfortunately, the dioxide sample used for this study con

tained 9.53 atom percent cerium. The lattice parameter increased regularly 

over the first 15 days of observation. At that time the sample was annealed 

in its quartz capillary at ~OO°C for 90 min. The cubic lattice parameter 

derived from the annealed sample was eight-tenths percent greater than 

the parameter of the dioxide sample before the annealing treatment. The 

dioxide parameter remained at this value (within the lattice parameter 2(J' 

error limits) Over the next 163 days. No further annealing treatments 

were carried out. This abnormal behavior is probably linked with the pre-
3+ . 

sence of the Cf ions in the crystal, growing in from the decay of Bk a·t 
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Table V-I. Crystallographic properties of the berkelium oxides. 

b 
Film. a Cf249 c Method of Sample Compound Observed d 

Number Number Content ao ± 2cr Preparation 
(atom %) (A) 

JRP-VIII 2560A Bk02 
0.88 5·334 0.001 air ignition at 

1200°C 

JRP-X 2564A Bk02 1.10 5·335 0.001 Bk20
3 

+ O2 at 

600°C for 61 
min 

JRP-.AVII 2596A Bk02 3.68 5·336 0.001 air-fired Bk02 
+ 

HF at 500°C 
for 62 min 

JRP-X 2568A Bk20
3 ~·53 10.889 0.003 lo~-temp. Bk02 + 

H2 at 600°C . 
for 60 min. 

JRP-IX 2572A Bk20
3 

1.75 10.887 0.001 H2 reduction of 
higher oxide at 
600°C for 64 min 

JRP-XV 2590A Bk20
3 

3·26 10.885 0.001 air fired Bk02 + 
H2 at 600°C 
for 60 min 

aThe stoichiometries of both berkelium oxides ~ere assumed. Direct de
termination ~as deemed. impossible on the 0.2 J-Lg samples. 

bCalculated assuming Bk249 half life is 314 days. Other .kno~n contami..., 
nants: 0.27 atom percent Ce) 0.06 atom percent Nd. 

cCalculated least squares value using the LCR-2 program. 55 

dThis represents the 95% confidence range reflecting only the internal 
consistency of the data for the individual preparation.' 

." 
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a rate of ",,0.2 percent per day. As cubic Ce02 undoubtedly formed a solid 

solution with the Bk02 ,its presence in the sample only affected the 

absolute value of the cubic lattice parameter observed, since the amount 

of cerium remained constant over the period of observation. 

The Miller indices, line list, calculated 28 values, and the ob

served and calculated line intensities for a representative Bk02 pattern 

are given in Table V-2. All observed lines could be indexed on the basis 

of the assumed, CaF
2 

(fluorite) structure, and the agreement between 

observed and calculated line intensities was considered good. 

A plot of the cubic lattice parameters of the actinide !!dioxides!! 

is shown in Fig. V-I. Dioxides of elements beyond berkelium are unknown. 

Although the data clearly show the !!actinide contraction!!, the evident 

cusp at Cm has no immediate explanation. The similar cusp noted in ses

quioxide parameters of the 4f elements has been attributed to the effect 

of the half-filled,4f subshel1. In the actinide dioxides, however, this 

point should appear at Bk rather than Cm. An alternative explanation is 

that the oxygen-curium ratio in !!Cm02 !! is substantially below 2,or the· 

oxygen-berkelium ratio in !!Bk02
11 is greater than 2. 

Assuming that the actinide "dioxides" do in fact have that stoi

chiometry, a self-consistent set of actinide quadrivalent ionic radii can 

be calculated from the dioxide unit cell parameters. Adopting the con

ventions ;of Zachariasen,56 whereby 0.10 A is added to correct the metal-
2-oxygen distance for covalent character in the metal-oxygen bond, the ° 

ionic radius is taken to be 1.46 A, and 0.08 A is subtracted to correct 

from coordination number 8 to 6, the following quadrivalent ionic radii 

in angstroms were calculated: 

Th4+ 0.984 
4+ 

Pu 0.896 

Pa 
4+ 

0.944 
4+ 

Am 0.888 

4+ u 0·929 
4+ 

Cm 0.886 

Np 
4+ 

0·913 Bk4+ 0.870 
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Table V -2. Line list and indexing for Bk02 (JRP-VIII , Film 2560A). 

28 ~degL ' Line Intensity 

hkl Observeda b Calculated a Observed Calculated c 

111 ,,28.·99 29·00 10.0 10.0 

200 33·60 33·61 6.5 3·8 

220 48.25 48.26 8.5 4.8 

311 57024 57·29 8.5 4.7 

222 60.09 60.09 4.0 1.1 

4000;1 70·54 70·57 3·5 0.8 

3310;1 78.04 78.03 5.5 2.0 

4200;i 80.49 80.46 4.5 1.5 

4220;1 90.08 90.07 ,5.5 1.7 

3330;1 97·33 97·25 5·5 1.8 

4400;1 109.54 109·56 3·0 0.8 

531a 111.38 117·39 5.5 1.8 
1 

5310; , 117.83 117~86 3·5 0·9 
2 

120.08 120.11 4.5 6000;1 1.0 

600 ' 
0;2 120.63 120.61 2·5 0·5 

6200; 131·93 131.% 5.5 1.3 
1 

620~ 132.63 132.60 3·5 0.6 

5330;1 142.58 142.53 5·0 1.4 

533~ 143·43 143.38 3·5 0.7 

6220;1 146.63, 1~6.66 5.0 1.4 

6220;2 147.57, 147,.,62 3·5 0.7 

aTwo independent observers I averaged readings '(28 readings are ±O.10~) 
and averaged intensities on ascaiefrom 10 to O. 

bBased on the cubic parameter 5.3335 A, \(ii) = 1.54178 A, \(0;1) = 1.54051 A, ' 
and \(0;2) =1.54433 A. ' ", 

cCalcula.tedusing the pown 'intensity prograIi153 and scaled such that the ' 
most intense line had I' ,==10. ' 

. ' 

~" 

'>, 

.. ' 

.' 
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Fig. V -1. Actinide dioxide lattice parameters. 
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The assumptions made in calculating these numbers should be borne 

in mind. At best, they are relative values and in many instances were 

calculated from cubic parameters derived from oxides whose exact stoi

chiometries have not been determined. Hbweve~ the numbers clearly reflect 

an lIactinide contraction". 

The Mill~r indices, line list, calculated 28 values, and the ob

served and calculated line intensities for one of the samples of cubic 

berkelium sesquioxide are given in Table V-3. All lines could be indexed 

on the basis of the assumed (Fe,Mn)203' bixbyite, structure57,and the 

agreement between obserVed and calculated line intensities was considered 

satisfa dory .. 

A plot of the cubic lattice parameters of the lanthanide and 

actinide Mn263:...tyPe;:seSqt~.i6xides is shown in Fig. V-2. The lattice para

meter of Cf20
3 

plottedshere is from the average of two samples prepared 

recently by Copeland. 5 Both series of sesquioxides show the character

istic 4f and 5f contractions, as well as the cusp at the point of the 

. half-filled, electron subshelL 

This series of isomorphic compounds lends itself for calculation 

of the corresponding trivalent ionic radii. Following the method of 

zachariasen,56 the six-fold coordinated, trivalent ionic radii were cal

culated to be as tabulated in Table v-4. The numbers given in Table v-4 
should be regarded with caution and considered only as relative values. 

Such relative values are often very useful, .however, for predicting 

actinide crystal chemistry on the basis of radius ratios and known 

lanthanide crystal chemistry. They are also useful in the correlation 

of various thermodYnamic properties. 
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Table V-3. Line list and indexing for Bk20
3 

(JRP-IX, Film 2572A) . 

28 {deg} Line Intensity 

hkl Observed a b Calculated a Obser.ved 
. c 

Calculated 

222 28.40 28.40 10 10.0 

321 30.80 30.73 0-1 0·3 
400 32·90 32·91 8 4.0 
411 34.92 34.97 2-3 0·5 I 

332 38.72 38.80 1 0.2 

431 42.32 42.33 6 0.7 
125 45.52 45.64 0-1 0.2 

·440 47.22 47.23 9 3·9 
433 48.82 48.77 1 0.2 
600 50.22 50.28 1 0.04 
611 51.82 51.76 3 0.5 
541 54·52 54.63 2 0.4 
622 56.02 56.03 8 3·6 
631 57.34 57.41 4 0.6 
444 58.84 58.76 4 0.8 

543 60.04 60.09 2 0.2 
640 61.34 61.41 1 0.1 

633 62.74 62.71 1-2 0·3 
642 64.04 64.00 4 0.1 

156 67.74· 67.78 2 0·3 
800 69.04 69·01 3 0·5 
811 70.24 70.24 2 0.4 
820 71.54 71.45 1 0.2 

.: 653 72.64 72.66 2 0.2 
822 73.84 73·86 2 0.1 

831 75.04 75·06 3 0.4 

662 76.24 76.24 6 1.1 
840 78.54 78.60 6 0·9 
833 79·66 79·77 ·0-1 . 0~1 

842 81.06 80.93 0-1 0.1 
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Table V-3 ,( continued) 

28 {deg} Line Intensity 

hk1 Observed8 b Calculated a Observed c Calculated. 

655 82.16 82'.09 2 0·3 
851 84.36 84.41 3 0·3 
763 86.76 86.71 2-3 0.2 
844 87.86 87·86 5 0.7 

853a1 88.86 88.92 3 0·3 
860a 89·96 . 90.07 0-1 0.2 

1 
101la 

··1 
91.16 91.22 0-1 0.1 

862a1 92·36 92·36 3 0.4 
1022a 94.66 94.66 5-6 0.8 

1 
95.76 95.82 3-4 0.4 ' 765a1 

855a 1 
98.16 98·13 3 0.3 

864a 1 
99.26 99·29 2-3 0·3 

lO33a 100·56 100.45 2 0.2 
1 . 101.76 1042a 101.62 0-1 0·3 . 1 

873a 102.98 102.80 1-2 ' 0·3 
1 

105.16 105.16 1051a1 3 0·3 
88Ga1 106·38 106·35 2-3 0.2 

lO53a1 109.88 109.98 3 0·3 
875a 112 .48 112.44 0-1 0·3 

1 
113.68 113.68 1062a 4-5 0·7 1 

884a1 116.18 116.21 3 0.4 

981a1 117.38 117·50 2-3 0.4 
1220 a1 118.78 118.80 0-'1 0·3 

lO7la1 120.08 120.12 6-1 0·3 .. 
12220: 121.28 121.46 0-1 0.4 , 1 
9830:1 122.78 122;81 1-2 0·3 .• ' 
1161· 125·50: 125.58 2 0.4 .. ch 
1240a1 127·00 ' ,127.01 2 .0.5 
12420:1 129.80 129.94- 2 0·7 
9760:1 1:31.40. 131.45 0-1 0·3 



6, 

hkl 

1082a1 
985a

1
· 

1066a1 
1066~ 

1075a1 
1244a 
. 1 
1253a1 

1260
a1 

l091a1 
1262a1 
11810:1 
l093:x1 

987a1 
987~ 
1264a 1 
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Table V-3 (continued) 

28 (deg) 

Observeda Calculatedb 

132·90 133·00 

134.60 134.59 

136·30 136.23 

137.00 136.94-

137·90 137·91 

139·60 139·65 

141.50 141.46 

143.40 143.34 

145.20 145.31 

147·30 147.38 

149.62 149.57 

154.62 154.46 

160.42 160.45 

162.32 162.17 

164.22 164.23 

Line Intensity 

Observeda CalculatedC 

2 

2 

1 

0-1 

1 

1 

0-1 

3 

1-2 

2 

1-2 

2-3 

3 

1-2 

2-3 

0·5 

0.4 

0.2 

0.1 

0·3 

0.4 

0.2 

1.1 

0·5 
1.0 

0.7 

0.4 

1.2 

0.6 

1.9 

aA single reading of the powder pattern (28 readings are ± 0.10°). 
Observed intensities are on a scale of 10 to O. 

bEased on the cubic parameter 10.8865 A, A(a) = 1.54178 A, A(a1 ) = 
1.54051 A, A(a ) = 1.54433 A. 

2 
cCalculated using the POWD intensity program53 and scaled such that the 
most intense line had I = 10.0. 
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Table v-4. Ionic radii
a 

of the trivalent lanthanide59 and actinide ions 
(CN=6) . 

Ion Radius, A Ion Radius, A Ibn Radius, A 

+++ 
1.018 Tb +++ 0·920 

+++ 
0·987 Ce Pu 

+++ 
1.008 

+++ 
0·907 

+++ 
0·985 Pr Dy Am 

+++ +++ 
0.894 

+++ 
Nd 0·995 Ho Cm 0·979 

+++ 
0.976 

+++ 
0.881 

+++ 
0.954 Pm Er Bk 

+++ 
0.964 . TIn +++ 0.869 

. +++ 
0.944 8m Cf 

+++ Yb+++ 0.858 Eu 0·950 

+++ 
0;938 

+++ 
0.848 Gd Lu 

aCalculated according to the following formula: 
Ionic Radius = 0.2l44l(a ) - 1.46 + 0.08 

where a is the cub;i.g se~quioxide latt.ice parameter, 1.46 A is taken 
to be thg 02 - radius,) and 0.08 A is assumed tb be the correction for 
covalent character·in the metal-oxygen bond.56 
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B. Berkelium Trichloride 

All BkC1
3 

samples prepared exhibited the UC1
3
-type hexagonal 

structure. The observed lattice parameters of the individual trichloride 

preparations along with their Cf249 content are listed in Table V-5. Films 

2587A and 2598A showed pure trichlo:r:ide phases, whereas Film 2600A showed 

mixed pha'ses of BkC1
3 

and BkOCl, predominantly the former. Film 2652A was 

a second exposure of sample numberJRP-XVI (Film 2598A), after an 85-day 

time lapse. This was to see if the lattice parameters would shift notice-

bl t d th f CfCl . the Cf249 t t· th BkCl· d a y owar ose 0 3 as con en ln e
3 

lncrea se . 

Comparison with the UC1
3
-type hexagonal CfC1

3 
lattice parameters ,27 ,61 

. a ::: 7.393 ± 0.040 A and c ::: 4.090 ± 0.060 A, clearly shows the expected o . 0 

expansion in the a parameter and shrinkage in the c parameter. 
o .... 6 .. 0 

In accordarice with Vegard ' s Law 0 (assuming ideal homogeneous 

solid solutions), the observed lattice parameters were corrected for the 

knownCf and Ce content~ (0.27 atom %), then averaged to obtain "best 

estimates" for the lattice parameters of BkC1
3

: a o ::: 7.382 ± 0.002 A, 

Co ::: 4.127 ± 0.003 A. Tl:le error limits placed on these average lattice 

parameter values were computed using the 95% confidence level, equal to 

(4.30/ .[N) )"L,d
i

2 )/(N-l), where d
i 

is the deviation of the individual 

lattice parameters from the average value, N is the number of observations, 

and the factor 4.30 is the 95% confidence Student t value for three 

observations. 

The Miller indices; line list, calculated 28 values, and the ob

served and calculated line intensities for one of the BkC1
3 

samples are 

given in Table v-6. 

Plots of the a
o 

and Co lattice parameters of the UC1
3
-type 

actinide trichlorides are given in Figs. V-3(a) and V-3(b), respectively. 

These plots show that; in the case .of the actinide trichlorides, the 

"actinide contraction" is clearly anisotropic. 

Usually such a series of isomorphic compounds lends itself for 

calculattonof the correspond;ihg ionic radii; hav;ever, because of the 

anisotrop'ies in this trichloride series, the concept of ionic radius 

should be regarded with considerable caution. Radii calculations are 

based on averaged interatomic distances; and the radius concept begins 

to lose meaning when the distances averaged are considerably different. 

G 
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Table V-5. Berkelium trichloride lattice parameters (UC1
3
-type hexagonal). 

Sample 
Number 

JRP-XIV 

JRP-XVI 

JRP-XVII 

JRP-XVI 

Film 
Number 

2587A 

2598A 
2600A 

2652A. 

C:r
249a 

Content 
(atom %) 

3.04 

3.68 

3·90 

20.17 

Observed Lattice Parameters b (A) 
a :f: 20' c ± 20' 

0 0 

.7 ·382 + ~,0.001 4.127 ± 0.001 

7.384 ± 0.001 4.127 ± 0.001 

7.383 ± 0.001 4.125 ± 0.001 

7.387 ± 0.001 4.122 ± 0.001 

aCalculated assuming Bk249 half life is 314 days. other known contami
nan1;S: 0.27 atom percent Ce, 0.06 atom percent Nd. 

bLattice parameters are the least squares value. The 20' error limits 
represent the 95% confidence range reflecting only the internal con
sistency of the data for the individual preparation. 
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Table V-6. Line list and indexing for BkC1
3 

(JRP-XIV , Film 2587A) . 

28 {deg} " Line Intensity 
hkl 

. a 
Observed b Calculated a Observed' Calcula ted C 

~ 

110 24.09 24.11 9·0 6.8 

101 25·68 25.69 9·5 10.0 

200 27·93 27 ·91 5·0 2·3 

III 32.58 32.54 3·3 1.1 

201 35.48 35·52 9·7 9·2 

210 37·23 37.21 4.5 1.6 

300 42·37 42.42 7.0 3;6 

211 43.32 43.39 9·0 7·7 

002 43.92 43.87 2·7 1.5 

102 46·32 46.22 3·5 1.0 

220 49.37 49~38 3.3 1.4 

112 50.62 50.68 5·5 2.1 

310 51·52 51.54 ~·5 0.8 

202 52.82 52.80 2.8 0.8 

131 56·53 56.49 5·5 2·3 

400 57·72 57.68 1.5 0.4 

212 58.87 58.85 3.8 0·9 

401 62.27 62·30 1.3 0·7 

302 62·72 62;67 5·5 2.2 
,. 

230 63·42 63·42 0·7 0·5 

410 67·07 67.09 ". 4.0 1.3 

231 I 67.81 
6.0 broad /2.8 67.87 

222 68.17 1.1 
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Table V-6 (continued) 

28 ~ degL . Line Intensity 

hkl a Observed b Calculated 
a Observed . c 

Calculated 

103

1 
69.94 r1 

69·97 4·3 
312 69·95 • 0·7 

203

1 
75·18 

11.0 75·21 4·5 
402 75·19 J.lt 

501 78.21 78.28 2.0 1.0 

213 

1 
80.30 

11.11 80.31 4.8 
232 80.31 0·5 

421 83·34 83.34 5.0 1.1 

412 83.64 83.67 5·5 1.5 

511 88.36 88.36 4·5 1,.2 

313 I 90.34 
1

0
•
1 

90·30 4.0 
502 90·35 0·3 

332 93·71 93·69 1.0 0.6 

403 I 95·35 r- 3 
95.46 1.0 

2lt2 95·36 0.1 

601 I 96·71 r- 04 
96·76 1.3 

004 96.68 0.2 

43
1
U1 j 98.28 r·8 

98.26 2.5 broad 
1040: ·98.25 0.2 

·1 
.!' .. 

5
12u j 100.29 ./ 0.1 

1 100.26 4.8 
3230: 100.28 0.8 

1 

5
12

u2 j 100.64 ./ 0.06 
-100.66 2·5 

3230: . 100.63 .. 0.4 
2 
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Table v-6 (continued) 

28 ~deg) Line Intensity. 

hkl a Observed 
b Calculated b a o served 

. c 
Calculated 

114 0:1 
101·91 101.63 1.8 broad 0·3 . 

214a1} 
108.52 I 0.2 108.56 3·5 

1610: 108.55 0.6 
1 

6020: 109.06 108·90 3·5 0·3 
. 1 

5
0
3a1 ) 

110~66 r·4 
110.80 3·5 

432 110.67 0·3 
0:1 . 

5
0
3a2 } 

111.07 I 0.2 111.10 2.0 
432 .. 111.08 ·0.2 
. 0:2 

3040: . 112.10 112.07 3·5 0·5 
1 

~040: 112.60 112.49 2.0 0·3 
2 

252 114'.25 114.27 3·5 0·9 .0: 
1 

423 0:1 
116.05 116.09 3·5 0.6 

4230: 116·55 116.55 1.8 0·3 
2 

224 0:1 
117.60 117·57 1.8 0.4 

2240: 118.20 118.04 1.0 0.2 
2 

7010: 119.50 0·3 
1 

531
al 

119.40 119.50 3·5 0.7 

3140: 119.47 0.2 
1 

,. 

5
1
3a1 } 

121.80 I 0.8 121.80 ,4.0 

.6120:
1 

. 121.81 0.2 ) . 

·5
1

3a } 122~40 
122·31 I ::: ·2 ··2.0 

612a 122.32 
2 '. 
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Table v-6 ( continued) 

29 (deg) Line Intensity 

hk1 a Observed 
b Calculated Observed a Calculatedc . 

.. 
404 1 125·38 I 0.2 0:1 125·39 3.5 broad 
6210:

1 
. 125.41 0·7 

7100: 130·90 130·92 1.5 0.6 
1 

3240: 131.80 131. 77 1.5 0·3 
1 

4420: 132·30 132.24 2.0 0.6. 
1 

4330: 134·52 0·7 
'1 

7020: 134·50 134.53 3·5 0.2 
1 

5320: 134.53 0.4 
1 

4330: 135·20 0.4 
. 2 

7020: 135·20 135·22 2.0 0.09 
2 

5320: 135.22 0.2 
2 

4140: 136·30 136.40 4·3 1.1 
1 

,414 
0:2 

137·15 137·12 2.0 0.6 

4
5

0"1 1 140.46 I 0.05 140·39 1.3 
105 140·39 0.4 0:1 
2620: 142.04 142.04 1.3 0.4 

1 

5

41

" I 147.22 r·l 
1 . 147.29 3·0 

504 147.17 0·3 0:1 

800"1 1 149.12 r·l 
149·09 2·5 

" 205 . 149.03 0.8 0:1 

800" 1 150.17 I 0.05 
205 2 . 

149.94 1.3 
150.08 0.4 0:2 

1630: 151.09 151.09 4.0 1.2 
1 



/, 
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Table v-6 (continued) 

28 ~deg2 Line Intensity 

hkl 
a 

Observed 
.' " b 

Calculated 
' 'a 

Observed Ca lcula ted c 

163GX 152.19 152.21 1.8 0.,6 
2 

334 0:
1 

153·99 153·95 2·5 broad 0.8 

334 154·99 155·21 1.5 broad 0.4, 
0:2 

712 158·98 159·01 4.0 broad 2·9 0:
1 

712 

) 
160.60 12.6 0:

2 160.73 4.0 broad 
215 160.83 2.1 

0:
1 

aTwo independent observers I averaged readings (28 readings are ± 0.10°) 
and averaged intensities on a scale from 10 to O. 

bBased ~n the hexagonal lattice parameters 80 = 7.3817 A, Co = 4.1274 A· 
and \(0:) = 1.54178 A, \(0:

1
) = 1.54051 A, ahd \(0:2 ) == 1.54433 A. 

cCa1cu1ated using the pown program,53 assuming the atomic coordinates 0: UCl~ 62 for' those of BkC1
3

, . and scaled such that the most intense 
llne had I = 10.0. 

',; 
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The M-Cl bond distances in the UC1
3
-type actinide trichlorides 

and calculated trivalent ionic radii are listed in Table V -7. Calcula

tions similar to thos'e presented in Table V-7 show that the lanthanide 

trichlorides also exhibit an anisotropic "lanthanide contraction". 

Comparison of the similarly calculated trivalent ionic radii shows alffiost 

identical values for the following lanthanide-actinide pairs: Gd-Cf, 

Eu-Bk, Sm-Cm, Pm-Am, Nd-Pu, Pr-Np and Ce-U. 

Because of the extreme anion crowd1ngin the UC1
3

-tyPe trichloride 

structure and by analogy with the lanthanide trichlorides, it is very 

.probable that there will be a crystal structure change noted in the 

actinide trichlorides heavier than CfC1
3

. In the corresponding lantha

nide trichloride. series; the crystal structure changes from the UC1
3

-

type hexagonal (Ce_Gd)63to the puBr
3
-typ e orthorhombic (Tb)64 to the 

YC1
3
-typ e monoclihic(Dy-Lu) . 65 The realization of this prediction will 

have to wait until EsC1
3 

is prepared and ,its crystal structure is deter

mined. 

c.~· Berkelium Oxychloride 
~. 

,Unlike berkeliUm trichloride, berkelium, oxychloride is' not hygro-
. . . 

scopic. All BkOCl samples prepared were found to exhibit the PbFC1-type 
'. ". 66 

tetragonal struci;:ure. In general the BkOCl powder patterns were of 

poorer quality than those obtained from other berkelium compounds, in 

that the high-angle lines were often light and diffuse. 

The obserVed lattice parameters of three individual o:lQi"chloride 

preparations along with their cr249 content are listed in Table v-B .. 

Film 2600Ashowed mixed phases of BkC1
3 

and BkOC1; fi·lm 2E;lOA showed the 

BkOCl pattern plus a few weak, unaccounted-for lines (perhaps due to 

impurities on the outside of the x-ray capillary); and film 2612A showed 

only the BkOCl pattern. 
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Table V-7. Actinide-chloride bond distances and actinide trivalent ionic 
radii (derived from UC1

3
-type hexagonal actinide trichloride crystal data). 

Actinide 
Trichloride 

Ac 

U 

Np 

Pu 

Am 

Cm 

Bk 

Cf 

lattice 
Parameters (A) 
'a c 

,0 0 

7.64 4.56 

7.443 ;4.321 

7.420 4.282 

7.395 4.246 

7.384 4.225 

7.380 4.185 

7.382 4.127 

7.393 4.090 
7,1./[, £1, () "10 

M-Cl Bond 
Distances (A) 

apical eguitorial 

2·931 

2·922 

2·907 

2.886 

2.875 

3·036 

2·958 

2·948 

2·939 

2.934 

2·933 

2·933 

2.938 

aCalculated according to the following formula: 

IoiiicRadiusa (A) 
(CN = 6) 

1.153 

1.045 

1.029 

1.014 

1.006 

0·996 

0.982 

0·976 

Ionic Radius = [3(M-Cl eguitorial bond distance) + 
6(M-Cl apical bond distance)J/9 - ~.81 - 0.11 

where the chloride ionic radius is taken to be 1.81 A5 and theh9-fold 
to 6-fold coordination co~rection humber is taken to be 0.11 A.")6 
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Table v-8. Berkelium oxychloride lattice parameters (PbFC1-type tetragonal). 

Ci49 
b Sample Film a Observed Lattice Parameters (A) Content 

Number Number (atom %) a ± 2C1 c ± 2C1 
0 0 

JRP-XVII 2600A 3·90 3.964 ± 0.003 6·709 ± 0.005 

JRP~XVII 2610A . 4.95 3·967 ± 0.001 6·711 ± 0.003 

JRP-XX 2612A 5·16 3·965 ± 0.001 6·704 ± 0.003 

aCalculated assuming Bk249 half life is 314 'days. Other known contami.nants: 
0.27 atom percent Ce, 0.06 atom percent Nd. 

b . 
Lattice parameters are the least squares value. The 2C1 error limits re-
.present the 95% confidence range reflecting only the internal consistency 
of the data for the individual preparation. 
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The three sets of lattice parameters were corrected for the :known 

Ce and Cf contents, by assuming that the impurities formed ideal solid 

oxychloride solutions with the berkelium (Vergard's Law). The eeOCl 

parameters used were those of Templeton and Dauben: 67 a o = 4.080 ± 0.004 A 

and Co == 6.831 ± 0.007' Ajthe CfOCl parameters, recently determined by 

Copeland,58 are a o == 3.956 ± 0.002 A and Co == 6.662± 0.009 A. These "cor

rected",BkOCl parameters were then averaged to obtain "best estimates" 

for the lattice parameters of BkOCl: ao == 3~966 ± 0.004 A and Co == 6.710 

± 0.009 A, where the error limits are the 95% confidence interval calculated 

using the standard statistical method for the average of three independent 

determinations. 

The Miller indices, line list, calculated 28 values, and the 

observed and calculated ,line intensities for one of the BkOCl samples are 

given in Table V-9. 

There are relatively few data in the literature dealing with the 

oxychlorides of the actinides. All of the known actinide oxychlorides, 

as well as the oxychlorides of La through Er (PmOel is unknown), exhibit 

the PbFCl-type tetragonal structure. The remaining three lanthanides 

exhibit an oxychloride structure whose type has not been determined. 

ErOCl is bimorphic. 

A. plot of the molecular volumes (Z == 2) of the PbFCl-type actinide 

and lanthanide oxychlorides is shown in Fig. v-4. With the exception of 

UOC169 the correlation is good, showing the familiar contractions in the 

lanthanide and actinide series. 

The calculated density (x-ray) of BkOCl is 9.45 g/cc. 

Similar to the UC1
3
-type actinide trichlorides,the anion crowding 

is very severe in this PbFCl-type tetragonal structure. In BkOCl the 

oxygen-oxygen distance is 2.80 A, the chlorine-chlorine distance 3.34 A. 

The berkelium-oxygen distance is 2.32 A, whereas the berkeliUm-chlorine 

distances are 3.07 A (four nearest neighbors) and 3.05 A (one nearest 

neighbor). Both anion-anion distances are considerably smaller than twice 

the crystal radii given by Zachariasen for 02 - (1.46 A) and Cl- (1.81 A). 56 

Different values are obtained for the Bk3+ radius from the berkelium-chlo

rine and berkelium-oxygen distances. These ca1cuiations clearly illustrate 

the limitations of the ionic radius concept. 
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Table V-9. Line list and indexing for BkOCl (JRP-XX, Film 2612A) . 

28 (deg) Line Intensity i, . 

·hkl 
. a 

Observed 
b Calculated . 

. a 
Observed Calculated c 

' .. 
101 . 26.10 26.11 10.0 10.0 

110 31.89 31·92 9·0 5·8 

102 35·04 35·05 9·5 6.6 

003 40.34 40.36 2.0 0.8 

112 41.94 42.01 5·5 2·5 

200 , 
45·73 45.76 6·5 2·7 

201 47.78 47.84 2·5 0·5 

113 52.23 52·35 4·5 2.2 

:::1 53.45 \3 01 
53.43 6.5 

53·71 . 0.8 

212 58.83 58.92 6.0 2·9 

104 59·83 59·92 3·8 1.8 

203 62·53 62.64 3·5 1.0 

220 '66.67 66.72 3·5 0·9 

301 1 72·95 I 0.6 .~ 

73·03 3·5 
222 73.18 0.4 

310 75.88 75·87 
.. 

3·5 1.0 

3
11

1 
77.43 

!::~ 
'. <~ 

77·63 1.8 
302 77.65 

214 78.43 78.53 3·0 1.7 

223 80.88 80.95 2.0 0·5 

.312 . ·82.02 82.05 2.0 0·7 

313 89·77 89·65 2.8 1.0 
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Table V-9 (continued) 

2e ~degL Line Intensity 

hkl 
a Observed 

b Calculated a Observed CalculatedC 

, 321 (XI 90.42 90.43 2.0 0·5 

215 (XI 92·17 92·15 1.3 broad 0.2 

322 (XI' 94·97 94·98 / 2·5 0.6 

116 (Xl 

1 
95·82 r· 3 

95·77 2·5 
304o:~ 95·84 0.4 

400 (XI 102.01 101.98 1.5 broad 0.2 

206 ex1 } 
104.62 I 0·3 104.96 2.0 broad 

225 (Xl 105·30 0·3 

411 ex1 
} 

108.02 I 0·5 
108.26 2.5 

402 (XI 108.25 0.1 

107 exl 111.66 111.67 0.5 0.4 

412 ex
l 

' 112·91 112.87 1.8 0.6 

324 (XI 113·81 113·80 1.3 0.8 

420 (XI 120.65 120.63 2·3 0·5 

226 (XI 123·85 123·66 1.0 broad 0.4 

333 exl '126·75 126·59 1.3 broad 0·3 

325 ex1 129·90 129·88 0.8' broad 0.2 

217 (XI 132.10 132.15 2.5 broad 1.0 

3
1
6 "1 I 134.85 I 0.8 134.85 ' 3·5 

414 (XI ' 134.87 1.0 

316 "2} 135·54 r·4 
135·54 2.0 

414 (X2 135·56 0·5 
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Table V -9 (continued) 

28 (deg) 
, a 

Observed 

138.29 

155.88 

Calculated
b 

Line Intensity 

Observeda CalculatedC 

1.5 broad, 

2.0 broad 

aTwoindependent observers I averaged readings (28 values are ± 0.10 0
) 

and averaged intensities on a scale from 10 to O. 

bBased on the tetragonal lattice parametersB-a = 3.9651 A, co= 6~ 7038 A, 
and A(a) = 1.54178 A,A(O:l) = 1.54051 A, and A(O:2) = 1.54433 A. 

cCalculated using the pown intensity program,53 assuming the atomic 
coordinates of AmOC16~ for those of BkOC1, and scaled such that the 
most intense line had I = 10.0 . 
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\ 

~, (Actinides .. ----~ ... . . ""7-.... ... 
Lanthanides / .... ~ 

Ac Th Po U Np Pu Am em Bk 

La Dy Ho Er 

Atomic number 

XBL678-5116 

Fig. v-4. Molecular volumes of the PbFCl-type lanthanide and actinide 
oxychlorides. 

I';. 
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D. Berkelium Trifluoride 

The results of this work indicate that.berkelium trifluoride 

exhibits two stable crystal structures, the LaF
3
-type trigonal structu.re;70 

characteristic of the lanthanide trifluorides of La through Nd, and the 

structu.re,71 cha;a~terist1c'Of the lanthanide YF
3
-typ eorthorhombic 

trifluorides of Sm through Lu. 72 Weigel has prepared PmF3 and found it 

to exhibit the LaF
3
-typ e t:-ig.onal structure. 

The observed lattice parameters of the .individual trifluoride pre

parations along with their Cf249 and totalCe' contents are listed in Table 

V-IO. 

Since CeF
3 

YF 3 -type berkelium 

for the Cf content 

does not exhibit an orthorhombiC modification, the 

trifluoride lattice parameters were initially corrected 
60 ' 

of the Bk sample in accordance with Vegard' sLaw. 

The lattice parameters of orthorhombiC CfF
3 

(ao 6.653 ± 0.002 A, 

bo = 7·041 ± 0.002 A, and Co = 7.395 ± 0.001 A) were derived from a single 

preparation by this author and colleagues. 73 

These "corrected-for-Crr" orthorhombic BkF3 lattice parameters 

were then plotted versus the total Ce content of the berkelium sample 

and extrapolated to zero Ce content to obtain "best estiniates" for the' 

lattice parameters of orthorhombic BkF3: a. = 6.70 ± 0.01 A, b = 7.09 
,00 

± 0.01 A, and c = 4.41 ± 0.01 A, where the lattice parameters are rounded o , . . 

off to the nearest hundredth,and the error limits reflect the uncertain-

ties in the derivation of the lattice parameters. 

Similarly for LaF
3
-typ e berkelium trifluoride, since the trigonal 

modification OfCfF
3 

is miknown, the lattice parameters were corrected for 

the known Ce content of the Bk sample using the parameters 'of Swanson 

t 1 ( 7 112 A d ·· 7 279 ·A) 74 Th' .. . .. " . t f c" t·· i e . a. a =. . an c= •.. .' ese corre, c ed~ or- e., r-
00 

gonalBkF
3 

lattice parameters did not vary in any regular fashion as the ,.. . 

Cf content of the berkelium sample increased, so they were just averaged 

to obtain "best estimates" for, the lattice parameters of trigonal BkF3: 

a o = 6·97 ± 0.01 A and Co = 7.14 ± 0.01 A, where again the lattice para-

meters are rounded off to the nearest. hundredth, and the error limits re-

flect the uncertainties in the derivation of the lattice parameters. 

The Miller indices, line lists, calculated 28 values, and the ob

served and calculated line intensities for one sample of each type of 

BkF3 are given in Taples V-I1 and V-12. 
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Table V-IO. Berkelium trifluoride lattice parameters. 

Sample· Film Structure Cf
249a 

Total Ce b Observed Lattice Parameters
c 

(1\) 
Number Number Type Content Content a . ± 20- b ± 20- c ± 20-

(atom 'to) (atom 'to) 0 0 0 

JRP-XXIII 26241\ YF3 7·03 0.27 6.695 ± 0.004 7.086 ± 0.004 4.407 ± 0.003 

JP-VII 269lA YF3 1.53 9·53 6.717± 0.015 7.114 ± 0.011 4.409 ± 0.005d 

JP-x 27131\ YF3 5·16· 9·53 6.716 ± 6.001 7.103 ± 0.001 4.408 ± 0.001 

JRP-XXI 2614A LaF3 5.26 0.27 6.973 ± 0.002, 7.143 ± 0.003 

JRP-XXII 26191\ LaF 
3 

6.20 0.27 6.965 ± 0.003 7.140 ± 0.003 

JP-VII 269lA LaF3 1.53 9·53 6.990 ± 0.001 7.157 ± 0.001 

JP-x 27161\ . LaF3 5.79 9·53 6.990 ± 0.001 7.158 ± 0.002 

JP.-x 27341\ LaF3 8.05 9·53 6.988 ±·0.001 7.156 ± 0.002 

aCalculated assUming Bk249 half life is 314 days. 

bDetermined by mass analysis. See Sec. II-C. 

cLattice parameters are the least squares value. The 20- error limits represent the 95% confidence 
range reflecting only the internal consistency of the data for the individual preparation. 

~e second phase in a predominantly trigonal BkF3 powder pattern. 

I 
-..J 
\0 

I 
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Table V-II. Line list and indexing forYF
3
-typ e orthorhombic BkF3 (JP-X, 

Film 2713A). " 

.' 28 ~deg)' Line Intensity 

hkl a Observed 
' b 

Calculated 
' a 

Observed 
' c 

Calculated 
.1(." 

011 23·67 23·75 6·5 2.0 

101 24.12 24.15 ' 9·0 5·7 

020 25·02 25·07 9·0 6·3 

200 26.47 26~54 1.5 0.1 

III 27·27 27.26 10.0 10.0 

210 29·37 29.42 10.0 7.6 

201 33·51 . 33·55 3·5 0~4 

121 35·06 35·09 9·0 3~.1 

211 35·90 35·91 3·0 0.1 

002 . 40.85 40 .• 94 6·5 1.1 

221 42.25 42·34 6·5 1.4 

~:f 
43.20 I::: 43.14 4.0 
43.38 

112 44·99 45.13 6.5 ,1.8 

:::1 
45.44 12'04 45·44 10.0 ' 3.6 45;53 

230 '4,6.84 ··46.95' " 8.5 3~2 

311 47·29 47·30 7·0 ' 1.8 

022. 48.54 48.61 7·0 1'.5 
: .. -

.122 50·53 50.60 7·0 1.4 

2121 51.~1 . r03 
,51.23 . 8.0 broad 

040 51.46 ' , 1.;2 
" ., 
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Table V-II (continued) 

." 2S (deg) Line Intensity 

hkl 
a Observed b Calculated a Observed Calculated c 

',*1 321 52.58 52·59 7·5 2.1 

400 54.53 54·66 5·5 0·9 

141 57·57 57.62 . 6.0 1.0 

302
1 

58·79 
t"2 58.82 5.8 

132 58.87 0.6 

312 60·35 0·7 

411 60·37 60.42 7·5 0.4 

331 60.68 0·9 

420 61.02 61.04 6·5 1.0 

241 62·77 62.84 3·5 0·3 

232 64.01 64.03 6.5 1.1 

013
1 

64.78 rs 
64.76 6·5 

322 64.91 0·3 

113 66·31 66.44 3·0 0·3 

042 67·65 67·76 4.5 0·5 

430 68.45 68·51 1.5 0.1 

1421 69·38 r;4 
69·35 3·0 

051 69·52 0.1 

203 69.80 69.87 3·0 0.6 

402 70.40 70·50 2·5 0.4 

123 . 70·79 0.2 

341 71.05 71.05 7·0 1.0 

151 71.12 0·7 
------
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Table V-II (continued) . 

2e { d!=g) Line Intensity 
'.' . a .......... b . .... C 

':-' 
. ·a hk1 Observed 'CalcUlated' Observed Calculated 

332 72~17 0.2 <~. 

250 .• 72.15 72.20 5·5 0.6 

431 72.23 0.2 

511 75·10 75·13 4.0 0.8 

223 75·45 75·52 6.0 1.2 

:::1 
76.14 . r·8 

76.15 5·0 
\ 76.26 0.4 

, 
~ .. 

':, 440 78·39 78.38 3·5 0.6 

521 79·19 79·29 '. 3·0 , 0·3 

060 \ 81.23. 81.26 4.3 0.4 

3
42

\ 
81.88 1°·2 81.83 4.0 

152 81.95 0·3 

351 83·63 83.52 3·0 0.4 

531 86.10 0·7 

161 86.23 :: 86·30 6.5 broad 0.4 

252 86~50 0.6 

610 88.28 88.40 .3~5 broad 0·5 

41
3/ 

89.75 r·e 
89·73 5·5 broad i"· 

522 89.86 0.4 

ill 91.63 

l::~ 
~ 

91.78 5·0 
243 . 91.88 

35
2
1 

94,.05 to) 
93·96 3.5 broad 

..• 0.2 451 94.11 
.. ' 
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Table V-ll (continued) 

2e (deg) Line Intensity 

hkl 
a Observed b Calculated a Observed Calculated c 

I" , 062 95·32 0.2 L~' 

541 95·51 95·56 4.5 broad 0.2 

124 95·69 0.4 

532

1 

%.63 r1 
96.81 1.5 broad 

162 96.84 0.2 

053

1 

98.01 r03 
98.26 4.0 

361 98.42 0.6 

630 99·24 0.4 

343 99·36 99·47 2.5 broad 0.1 

153 99·54 0.1 

433 (Xl 100·51 100.49 3·5 0.4 

304 (Xl 102.34 0.1 

612 (Xl 102·36 102.40 4.0 0·3 

134 (Xl 102.41 0·3 

314 "11 103·91 103·72 4.0 r3 

171 (Xl 103·87 0·3 

270 (Xl 104.95 104.93 3·5 0·3 

460 (Xl 105·50 105·52 2.0 0·3 

542 (Xl 106.09 106.15 1.8 0.2 

542 0:2 106·59 106·53 1.3 0.1 

551 all ·107·86 
/°0

3 
107.84 4.0 

324 0: 107·92 . 0.2 
1 
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Table V-II (continued) 

2e ~deg2 Line Intensity 
a '. b . a c . ~. 

hkl Observed Calculated Observed Calculated 

551 "~ I 108.25 r-1 .... ':1 
108.29 2.0 

324 a2 108.31 0.1 

362 a l ·. 109·09 109·12 1.0 broad 0.1 

701 a
l 

110.54 110.49 2.0 0.2 

711 "11 
111.94 

j ::~ 112.29 3.0 broad 
144 a

l 
112·30 

632a1 . 113·79 113·76 2.0 0~3 

'533 a , .1 114.76 0.1 

172 a
l 

115.04 115·02 "- 3·5 0.1 

334 a l 115·17 O.~-

721 a
l 116.39 116·37 3·0 0.4 

371 "1 \ 116.76 r2 
116.78 2·3 

721 a2 116.83 0.2 

263 a l 
120.09 0·5 

272 a
l 

120.13 120.12 5·5 0·3 

080 a
l 120·34 0.1 

462a
1 

120.72 120.78 3·0 ·O.} 

650 a l - 122.27 122·34 1.8 0.3 
,.. 

712 " I 123·83 r3 . 1 
123·92 5·0 

453 a
l •··· . 123.94 .0·5 

712a2 124.37 0.1 . 

561al 
124.52 124.43 3·0 0.1 

4~3 a2 
124.48 0·3 
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Table V-II (continued) 

2e (deg) Line Intensity 
. a b a c 

hkl Observed Calculated Observed Calculated 

QJ 344 a1 
126.15 0.2 

623 a1 
126.20 0.4 

126.22 5·8 
154 a 126.24- 0·3 

1 
181 a1 126.34 0.2 

344 a2 
126.72 0.1 

623 a2 
126.76 0.2 

126.82 3·0 
154 a2 

126.80 0.1 

181 a2 126.90 0.1 

205 a1 129·17 0.4 

372 a1 129·30 0.1 
129·31 4.5 

471 a1 129·37 0.1 

504 a1 129·39 0·3 

205 a2 . 129· 77 0.2 

372 a2 129·90 0.1 
129·% 2.0 

471 a2 129.·98 0.04 

504 a2 129· 99 0.1 

281 0:1 132.11 132.18 0.8 0.1 

28l a2 \ 
132.82 rol 

133·01 0.8 
800 a

1 133·13 0.1 .. 

134.65 134.58 1.8 
, 

073 ai 0·3 

810 a1 135.00 0.04 

633 a
1 

135.05 135·09 1.3 0.03 

073 a2 135.26 0.1 
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Table V-II ( continued)' 

28 (deg) Line Intensity 

hkl a Observed b Calculated a Observed 
'. c 

Calculated. 

225 (Xl 136·53 0·7 (;) 

741 (Xl 136.58 0.6 
136.60 6.0 broad 

173 (Xl 136.74 0.1 

524 (Xl 136.77 0.6 

225(X2 137.25 0·3 

741 (X2 137·30 0·3 

173 (X2. 137.45 137.46 4.0 0.04 

524 (X2 . 137.49 0·3 

035 (Xl 137·57 0.,4 

732 (Xl 138.15 0·3 

035 (X2 138.40 138.31 3.5 broad 0.2 

562 (Xl 138.46 0·3 

082 (Xl " 138.54 0.2 

182 (Xl 140.87' 0·3 

,820 (Xl 141.00 ,141.05 4.5 broad 0.4 

652 (Xl ' 141.19 0·5 

182 (X2 141.67 0.1 

820 (X2 141.94- ).41.86 1.8 broad 0.2 
.~. 

652 (X2 142.00 0.2 

354 all 143.28 I 0·5 
143.44 4.5 broad' 

381 (Xl 143.41 0·5 

354 a21 144.15 I 0·3 144.24 2.5 broad 
381 (X2 144.28 . 0.2 



'" 
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hkl 

161+ cx1 

571 C'll 
643 cx1 

571 a2 j 
643 cx2 

480 all 
",802CX

1 

723 cx1 

480 cx2 

802CX2 

751 cx1 

373 cx1 
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Table V-ll (continued) 

28 (deg) 

Ob serveda Ca lculated b 

148.19 

150·73 

151.83 

157·97 

148.20 

150·59 

150·79 

151.69 

151·90 

157.83 

158.10 

158.84 

159·33 

159·62 

159· 72 

159·83 

Line Intensity 

Observeda , CalculatedC 

3.3 broad 

6.0 broad 

4.0 broad 

4.0 broad 

3.0 broad 

0.6 

lo.e 

0.8 

I 0.4 

0.4 

I 0 ~6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.1 

a Two independent observers I averaged readings (28 values are ± 0.10°) 
and averaged intensities on a scale from 10 to O. 

bBased on the orthorhombic lattice parameters,ao ;= 6.7162 A, 
b o = 7.1031 A, Co = 4.4084 A, and A(a) = 1.541"(8 A, A(CX~ = 1.54051 A, 

'and A(CX2 ) = 1.54433 A. 

cCalculated using the POWDintensity program,53 assuming the atomic 
coordinates OfYF371 for those of BkF3' and scaled such that the most 

'intense line had I = 10.0. ' 
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Table V -12. Line list and indexihg for LaF3-type trigonal BkF3 (JP-VI1 J 

. Film 269lA) . .. 

'" 28 ~deg) Line Intensity 

hkl a Observed 
.. b 

Calculated Ohserveda . .. c 
Calculated 

• 
002 24.84 24.88 8.0 3·5 

110 25.44 25.49 7·0 2·5 

III 28.44 28.42 10.0 10.0 

112 35·84 35·92 5·5 1.3 

300 44.92 44·92 9·0 3.4 

113 '46.02 46.06 9·0 4·3 

004 51.12· 51.05 4.0 0·5 

302 J 52.03 

1
301 

52.02 8.0 
220 52·35 0·3 

221 . 54.02 54.01 7·5 1.9 

114 57.82 57 ·90 4.0 0·5 

222 58.72 58.80 4.0 0.4 

223 66.22 66·30 (.0 1.3 

304 70·30 70·32, 6.0 1.2 

1151 71.18 roe 71.20 6.0 
410 71.41 0·3 

411 72.80 . 72.80 7;0 1.6 
~ 

224 76.20 76.14 3·0 0.2 

412 76.80 76·94 3·0 0.4 

006·· 80·50 80·53· 1.5 0.2 

330 82.80 82.86 3·0 0·5 

413 83·70 83.68 . 6.5 1.4 

116 86.20 86.14 4.0 broad 0.2 



hkl 

332 I 
225 

414 (Xl 

306 (Xl 

. 600 (Xl . 

117 (Xl 

334 (Xl 

602 (Xl 1 
415 (Xl 

521 (Xl 

521 (X2 

522 (Xl 

.523 (Xl 

523 (X2 

416 (Xl 

227 (Xl 

604 (Xl 

1 

441 (Xl 1 
118 (Xl 

441 (X2 I 
118 (X2 
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Table V-12 (continued) 

28 (deg) 

Observeda Calculatedb 

88.20 

92·90 

97 .18 

99.58 

103.48 

104.18 

104.98 

105·38 

106.58 

107·08 

110.78 

118.08 

118.58 

120.98 

121.56 

122·36 

125.16 

125~96 

88.20 

88..24 

92.91 

97 .21 

99·54 

103·44 

104.18 

104.98 

105.02 

105·35 

105·39 

106.62 

107·00 

110.83 

118.12 

118.60 

120·93 

121.59 

122.44 

125'·27 

125.44 

125.83 

126.00 

Line Intensity 

Observeda CalculatedC 

4.0 

3·5 

6.0 

4.0 

,2.0 

6.0 

4.0 

1.5 

3·0 

3·0 

4.0 

2.0 

0.8 

0.2 

0.2 

0·3 

0.4 

j 
0.4 

0.6 

I 0.2 

0·3 

0.6 

0.2 

0·3 

0·3 

0.3 

0·5 

·1 0.4 

0.1 

I 0.2 

0.1 
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Table V-12 (continued) 

28 ~deg2 Line Intensity 

hkl 
. . a 
Obseryed· b Calculated 

a· 
Observed Calculated 

c 

524 a1 129·36 129·31 3·5 0.2 

524 a2 130.06 129·92 1.5 0.1 

336 cx1 135·06 135·10 4.0 0.6 

443 a1 139· 76 139·71 3·5 0·5 

308 a1 140.66 140.73 5·0 0.6 

308 a2 141.66 141.53 3·0 0·3 

417 a1 144·56 144.61 6.0 1.1 

417 a2 145·56 145·51 4.0 0·5 

525 a1 147.26 147·36 6.0 1.2 

52 5 a
2 148.:% 148.34 4.0 0.6 

.711 a1 150.24 150·33 6.0 1.3 

711 a2 151.44 151.43 4.0 0.6 

444 a1 157·74 157·67 2·5 0·3 

712 a1 159·84 159· 79 3·0 0.6 

712 a2 
161.44 161.45 1.5 0·3 

aA single reading of the powder pattern (28 readings are ± 0.10°). 
Observed intensities are ona scale ofl0toO and. may be in error due 
to the presence of a second phase· (orthorhombic BkF

3
). 

bBased ~n "4he trigonal lattice parametersao == 6.9899 A, Co = 7.1566 A 
and A(a) = 1.54178 A, A(a1) = 1.54051 A,and. A(a~ = 1.54433 A. 

cCalculated using th7 POWD intensity progralIl,i3 '~SStul1irigtheatbmic . 
?oordinat:s of~F3 0 for those of BkF3, and scaled such that the most 
lntense~ 11ne had I =10.0. 

'" 

• 
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All of' the BkF3 powder patterns showed the presence of more than 

one phase. Usually all the lines were accounted for by a trigonal tri

fluoride phase plus an orthorhombic trifluoride phase, but in some cases 

other, unaccounted-for lines were present in the powder patterns. One 

phase was always dominant, however, and only the more intense lines of 

the other phases were observed. Because of the possible superposition 

of lines belonging to different trifluoride phases, the observed line 

intensities for each separate phase are subject to error. In one case 

(JP-VII, Film 269lA) enough of the minor YF
3
-typ e orthorhombic phase was 

observed to determine lattice parameters for it. 

Tho~ and Brunton75 studied the equilibrium dimorphism of the 

lanthanide trifluorides. Dimorphism was not observed for the trifluorides 

of La through Nd. They determined equilibrium inversion temperatures for 

the trifluorides of 8m through Lu and found them to range from 555°C for 

8mF3 to 1075°C for ErF
3

. The orthorhombic BkF3 samples in this work were 

easily converted to the trigonal form by annealing at 600°C. The inversion 

temperature of BkF3 lies between 350 and 600°C but could not be determined 

more precisely, since long-term annealings of trigonal BkF3 samples failed 

to produce significant transformations to the orthorhombic form. 

A summary of the pertinent crystallographic data of the lanthanide 

and actinide trifluorides, along with calculated M-F bond distances and 

ionic radii, :i.s presented in Table V-13. Crystallographic data for the 

high-temperature form of the heavier lanthanide trifluorides is given in 

Ref. 75. The trifluorides of Bk and Cf are the first of the actinide 

trifluorides to be prepared in the YF
3
-tYPe orthorhombic modification. 

By comparing the Bk3+ ionic radius, as calculated from the LaF
3

-

type trifluoride, to the similarly calculated ionic radii of the light 

lanthanides, it is seen that the Bk3+ radius fits in after Pm, the last 

lanthanide to exhibit the trigonal trifluoride structure below ~550°C. 

Alternatively, by comparing the Bk3+ ionic radius, as calculated from the 

YF
3
-type trifluoride, to the similarly calculated ionic radii of the 

heavier lanthanides, it is seen that the Bk3+ radius fits in before 8m, 

the first lanthanide to exhibit the YF
3
-type orthorhombic trifluoride 

structure. These calculations and comparisons assure the validity of 
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Table V-13. Lattice parameters,' metal-fluoride bOhddistahces ,and ionic radii derived from the 
lanthanide and actinide trifluorides. 

Lattice Parameters (A) M-FBond Distances (A) M3+ Ionic 
Trifluoride Type a b c . Ref. M-F(l) M-F(2) M-F(3) Radius8 (A) 

0 0 0 (eN = 6) 

La LaF3 7.186 7·352 76 . 2.457 2.415 2.444 1.006 

Ce LaF3 . 7·112 7·279 74 2.433 2·390 2.419 0.982 

Pr LaF . 
3 7·075 7.238 77 2.419 - 2·377 2.406 0.968 

Nd LaF . 
3 7·030 7·200 76 2.407. 2·362 2·391 0.955 

Pm LaF· 
3 6·970 7.188 72 2.402 2.343 . 2·370 0.945 

'. 

8m YF3 6.669 7·059 4.405\ 71 2.622 2.328 0·921 . I 

lB 
I 

Eu YF3 6.622 7·019 4.396 71 2.614 2·316 0·909 

Gd YF3 6.570 6.984 4·393 71 2~609 2·306 0·900 

Tb YF3 6.513 6.949 4.384 71 2.601 2.294 0.888 

Dy YF3 6.460 6.906 4;376 71 2·594 2.282 0.877 

Ho YF3 6;404 6.875 4·379 71 2·592 2.272 0.868 

Er YF3 6.354 6.846 4·380 71 2·589 2.264 0.860 

TIn YF3 6~283 6.811 4.408 71 2·599 2.257 0.855 

Yb YF3 6.216 6.786 4.434 71 2.607 2.251 0.851 

Lu YF3 6.151 6.758 . 4.467 71 2.620 . 2.247 0.848 

" c ~-
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Table V-l3 (continued) 

Lattice Parameters ~A2 M-F Bond Distances (A) M3+ Ionic 
Trifluoride Type a b c Ref. M-F(l) M":F(2) M-F(3) Radiusa (A) 

0 0 0 
(eN = 6) 

Ac LaF3 7.41 7·55 56 2·524 2.489 2·520 1.076 

U LaF3 7·181 7.348 56 2.456 2.413 2.442 1.005 

Np LaF3 7·129 7·288 56 2.436 2·395 2.425 0.986 

Pu LaF3 7·093 7.254 56 2.425 2·383 2.412 0.974 

Am LaF3 7.044 7·225 78 2.415 2·367 2·396 0·962 

em . LaF3 6·999 7·179 78 2·399 2·352 2.380 0.946 

6·97 2·387 2·342 
I 

Bk LaF3 7.14 I 'fuis 2·370 0·935 \.0 
\.)J 

I 

Bk YF3 6·70 7·09 4.41 Work 2.626 2·336 0.928 

Cf YF3 6.653 7.041 4.395 73 2.616 2·322 0·915 

8.Calculated according to the following formula: 

Ionic Radius = (weight-averaged M-F bond distance) - 1.33 - 0.11 

where the fluoride ionic radius is taken lO be 1.33 A56 and the 9-fold to 6-fold coordination 
correction number is taken to be 0.11 A.5 
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the observed iiimorphism in the BkF3 system. It is important to note 

that comparisons of ionic radii can only be made meaningful if the values 

compared are calculated in 11.ke fashion from the same type of compound, 

both with respect to composition and crystal structure. 

From the data in Table V~13 and by analogy with the.work of 

Thoma and Brunton,75 one can predict that CfF
3 

will exhibit the LaF
3

-

type trigonal structure at temperatures greater than· or equal to about 

700°C. 

The calculated density (x-ray) of YF 3-type orthorhombic BkF3 

is 9.70 glcc, whereas for the LaF
3
-typ e trigonal modification, it is. 

10.15 g/cc. These numbers reflect the general trend noted in the lantha

nide trifluorides that the hi~-temperature, trigonal modification is the 

more dense one. 

. . 
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VI. SUMMARY 

':['he recent availability of microgram quantities of berkelium led 

to the beginning of a systematic study of its physical and chemical pro

perties. Approximately 30J.lg Bk249 were made available for this study. 
249 249 SinceBk decays to Cf - at the rate of ~.2% per day, repeatedpuri-

fication of the berkelium solution was necessary to maintain high purity. 

The Bk was purified by extraction from an aqueous nitrate solution with 

di-(2-ethylhexyl)orthophosphoric acid (HDEHP) , followed by stripping of 

the organic phase with a hydrogen peroxide-nitric acid solution. The 

aqueous berkelium solution was then further purified by standard ion-ex

change techniques. Purity evaluation of the resulting Bk solutions was 

made following each purification cycle-through mass analyses, alpha pulse 
. 249 height analyses, Cf alpha-growth analyses, and emission spectrographic 

analyses. In most cases the Bk was purified to the extent that the ma,jor 
, 249 

contaminant was from the decay of Bk itself. All experimental reEults 

were interpreted in view of the known contaminants in the Bk samples. 

Absorption spectrum data were recorded over .the wavelength range 

300 to 2000 rP.jJ. for Bk3+· absorbed in single b.eads of cation-exchange resin. 

Lack of resolution in the bead spectra led to the development of a "sus

pended-drop", microabsorption cell, where ~ J.lg Bk249 in a few nanoliters 

of dilute HCl solution were suspended between two small, quartz rods. 

Once loaded, the cell wa s placed in the Cary Spectrophotometer, and spectrs. 

were taken over the wavelength range 300 to 700 ffiJ.l in all cases, and in 

some cases, over the range 260 to 1200 ffiJ.l. The composite results of these 

spectra yielded 16 peaks between 320 and 700 mJ.l. The two most intense 

peaks observed were at 418 and 474 mJ.l. Limited resolution in the Bk3+ 

solution absorption spectrum, coupled with the complexity of the theo

retically derived Bk3+ absorption spectrum in the ultraviolet region, 

prevented the assignment of J-values to the various electronic energy 

levels experimentally __ determiDen~, ________________ __ 
4+ 

An attenpt to observe the Bk solution absorption spectruJ:l, by 

electrolytically oxidizing the Bk3+ -in IDIJ0
3 

solution,"was unsuccet:sful. 

The fa.ilure was attributed to the rapid red~J.dion of the Bk 4+ lons, 

formed locally at the anode, by radiolytically generated 1I2C2 in the Qu:r;. 

of the solution. 
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Fresply purified Bk was loaded to saturation (....0.2 Ilg) in single 

beads of ion-exchange resin, for air-calcination to Bk02 at a temperature 

of ",1200°C. Dry hydrogen gas reduction of these dioxide samples at 600°C 

produced the cubic Bk20
3

. Anhydrous BkC1
3 

samples were prepared from the 

sesquioxides by treatment with HCl gas at 520°C. Conversion to BkOCl 

was carried out by treatment of the trichlorides in an appropriate 

HCl(g),-H20(g) mixture at 500°C. BkF3 samples ,were prepai:-ed by treatment 

of the berkelium oxides with a ':tI2 (g)-HF(g) mixture at 600°C. Low-tem

perature BkO~ samples were readily prepared by heating any of the berkelium 

oxides, ha.lides, or oxyhalides in air or oxygen at 600°C. 

All cOrlrpound samples' prepared were examined by standard x-ray 

powder techniques. In all cases Bk02 exhibited the fluorite-type, face

centered cubic structure with the Upurest" sample yielding a lattice para-

meter a = 5.334 ± 0.001 A. o The dioxide stoichiometry was assumed, as 

was that of the Mn20
3
-type cubic sesquioxide. The "purest" sample of 

Bk2
0

3 
yielded a cubic lattice parameter a o = 10.889 ± 0.003 A. These 

lattice parameter' error limits represent the 95% confidence interval re-

flecting only the internal consistency of the data for these particular 

preparations. The effect of time on the berkelium oxide lattice parameters 

wa,s studied. The lattice parameter of Bk02 increased with time, while 

that of Bk20
3 

decreased. 

BkC1
3 

exhibited the UC1
3
-typ e hexagonal structure. The lattice 

parameters of BkC1
3 

are a o = 7.382 ± 0.002 A and Co = 4.127 ± 0.003 A. 

Samples of BkOClexhibited thePbFCl-type tetragonal structure. The lat

tice parameters of .BkOCl are a = 3.966 ± 0.004 A and c = 6.710 ± 0.009 A. , 
•. 0 , 0 

The lattice parameter errOr limits reported for BkC1
3 
an~ BkOClare th~ 

95% confidence interval calculated using the standard statistical method 

ror the average of three independent determinations. ~. 

BkF3 sartrples exhibited two crystal structures, a low-temperature, 

YF
3
-type orthorhombic structure and a high-temperature, LaF

3
-type trigonal 

structure. "Best estin1ates" , for the lattice parameters of these two BkF3 

modifications are: a = 6.70 ± 0.01. A, b= 7.09 ± o.en A, c = 4.41 ±0.01 A 
. .00 0 

(orthorhombic), and a = 6.97 ± 0.01 A, c = 7.14 ± 0 ~Ol A (trigonal). 
. o. 0 
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The lattice parameter error limits reported here are empirical) reflecting 

the uncertainties in the derivation of the lattice parameters. 

Comparisons of the lattice parameters of these berkelium compounds 

with those of isostructuralactinide compounds co'nsistently showed evi

dence of the "actinide contraction". Values of the Bk3+ radius were cal

culated from the crystallographic data of the berkelium halides and 

sesquioxide. The variability of these Bk3+ radius values reflects the 

limitations of the ionic radius concept. 
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